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So far, the available data on the Arikapú and Djeoromitxí languages of  the Brazilian
Amazon, which together form the Jabutí language family, have been too sparse to enable
one to evaluate existing proposals for a genealogical classification. Recent descriptive
fieldwork, however, has yielded information that strongly corroborates an early hypothe-
sis of  Nimuendajú (2000 [1935]) that the languages are related to those of  the Jê family.
In this article, we compare the reconstructed ancestors of  both families, Proto-Jabutí (van
der Voort 2007) and Proto-Jê (Ribeiro [forthcoming]), ultimately demonstrating that
Nimuendajú was right. We also discuss some of  the consequences of  this discovery for
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current ideas about prehistoric population movements in lowland South America.
[Keywords: Arikapú, Djeoromitxí, Jabutí family, Macro-Jê stock, Amazonian

languages]

1. Introduction. Arikapú and Djeoromitxí are two Brazilian Amazonian
languages that together compose the Jabutí language family. Both languages
are traditionally spoken on the Rio Branco, a right tributary of  the Guaporé
River that separates the northeastern Bolivian province of  Beni from the
western Brazilian state of  Rondônia. Although these languages used to be
native to traditional rainforest populations of  considerable size until about a
century ago, the (estimated) number of  Djeoromitxí speakers has now dwin-
dled to a mere 50, and Arikapú is on the verge of  extinction with only one
elderly speaker. The total number of  persons that identify ethnically with
Arikapú or Djeoromitxí is somewhat bigger.

Until recently, the Jabutí languages were practically undocumented. Never-
theless, claims have been raised about their classification. On the basis of
100 words, Rivet (1953) classified one of  the Jabutí languages as a Chibcha
language. Loukotka (1963; 1968) grouped the Jabutí languages together as
a small isolated family on the basis of  short comparative word lists. Nim-
uendajú (2000 [1935]) and Greenberg (1987) classified the languages as
belonging to the Macro-Jê stock on the basis of  even smaller word lists.2

In this article we provide sound evidence, on the basis of  extensive and
reliable new data from all language components, for the classification of  the
Jabutí languages as belonging to the Macro-Jê language stock. To this end,
we first present the general characteristics of  both families and their respec-
tive proto-languages (2 and 3). Then we show correspondences between
Proto-Jabutí and Proto-Jê (4). Finally, we discuss some possible conse-
quences of  such a remote westerly location of  a Macro-Jê family for current
ideas about the original dispersion center of  the Macro-Jê-speaking tribes.
The Swadesh basic 100–word list for Arikapú and Djeoromitxí is provided
in Appendix A, together with reconstructed proto-forms. 

2 As those who are familiar with South American linguistic historiography will know, Nim-
uendajú was careful not to make claims of  linguistic connections (genetic or otherwise) without
enough evidence (as illustrated by his debate with Mansur Guérios, published as Nimuendajú and
Guérios 1948). The evidence he mentions, included in a personal letter (and not as a paper for
publication), is indeed very little, but it is likely that he had detected many more similarities. His
comparison includes items from the Kamakã and Kotoxó languages (both belonging to the
Kamakã family, which had traditionally been considered as closely related to Jê since von
Martius’s [1867] classification), in addition to languages now included in the Jê family. The fact
that Nimuendajú, in his latest classification (IBGE 1981 [1944]), excludes from Jê all the tradi-
tional eastern Macro-Jê families (such as Kamakã) while maintaining the Jabutí languages is in
itself  symptomatic of  his degree of  certainty that this family should be included.
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2. The Jabutí languages. In this section, we present a sketch of  the so-
ciolinguistic (2.1) and historical (2.2) contexts of  Arikapú and Djeoromitxí
and give a basic typological, phonological, and grammatical characterization
of  the languages (2.3) and their ancestor Proto-Jabutí (2.4), as reconstructed
by van der Voort (2007).

2.1. Sociolinguistic setting. Traditionally, the Jabutí languages were
spoken in close proximity to one another, to the Tuparí languages (Tupí fam-
ily), and possibly also to Chapakura languages and isolated (or unclassified)
languages. The steep demographic decline after the onset of  regular contact
with Western society has been characteristic of  most native peoples in the
Guaporé region. Today, Rondônia represents one of  the most deforested re-
gions of  the Amazon and the decimated indigenous groups live scattered over
different indigenous reserves, agricultural boomtowns, and city slums. The
great majority of  its 25 indigenous languages have fewer than 50 speakers.

Nowadays, the majority of  the Djeoromitxí and one speaker of  Arikapú
live in the Guaporé indigenous reserve. This reserve, formerly called Ri-
cardo Franco, was established in the 1930s to harbor the remnants of  indig-
enous groups of  southern Rondônia—individuals or groups that had escaped
from slavery on rubber plantations and other Western extractivist enterprises
or that had become dispossessed by invasions or by the effects of  govern-
mental policies of  land distribution. The reserve is located on the Guaporé
River itself  and is only accessible by boat or by aircraft. Although the river
represents the border with Bolivia and the indigenous inhabitants could not
have been pushed off  the map of  Brazil any further, its remote location pro-
vides at least some chance for cultural survival. Presently, approximately
500 individuals from ten different ethnic backgrounds inhabit the reserve.
Portuguese is the main lingua franca. The minority languages Djeoromitxí
and Makuráp (Tuparí branch of  Tupí) are spoken by all generations. There
is also a family of  Tuparí (Tuparí) speakers and there are several, mostly eld-
erly, speakers of  Aruá (Mondé branch of  Tupí), Wayurú (Tuparí), Kuyubí
and Wari’ (both Chapakura), and Aikanã and Kanoê (both isolates) The eth-
nic Arikapú either have Djeoromitxí or Makuráp as a first language.

Another speaker of  Arikapú passed away in 2009. He and the remaining
speakers of  Djeoromitxí lived closer to their traditional lands in the Rio
Branco indigenous reserve, which was demarcated in the 1980s and covers
part of  the traditional habitat of  the Makuráp and Djeoromitxí. As a reserve,
this area is governmental property and by the Brazilian constitution only the
indigenous inhabitants enjoy usufructuary rights of  the forest and the rivers
that run through it, of  which the Rio Branco is the principal one. Unfortu-
nately, the headwaters of  the Rio Branco, which form the traditional habitat
of  the Djeoromitxí, Arikapú, and Tuparí, were left outside of  the demarcated
area. Every year more and more of  the region is deforested and the rivers are
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blocked or diverted for hydroelectric plants. This damages the hydrological
and ichthyologic balance of  the reserve and contributes to rising levels of
agro-toxins.3 The integrity of  the reserve is further threatened by invading
Western loggers, poachers, and illegal fishermen. At this moment, approxi-
mately 400 persons from six different ethnic backgrounds inhabit the reserve.
Tuparí (Tuparí) is the dominant language in most settlements, while Makuráp
(Tuparí) is spoken by a minority. Djeoromitxí and Aruá (Mondé) are spoken
by several, mostly elderly, persons. There is a group that identifies itself  as
Kampé but does not speak the traditional language (which seems to be a
Tuparí language). The ethnic Arikapú who live in the Rio Branco reserve all
have Tuparí as a first language. Many inhabitants of  the reserve also speak
Portuguese.

Even though the number of  speakers of  Djeoromitxí is low, it is a living lan-
guage in several settlements within the Guaporé reserve. The Arikapú lan-
guage went out of  use years ago and may show phenomena of  obsolescence.

2.2. History of  research. The first documentation ever of  a Jabutí lan-
guage is the word list from 1914 by the English colonel Percy Harrison
Fawcett, who in the early twentieth century led several expeditions to survey
the Bolivian–Brazilian frontier. Fawcett recorded a list of  about 100 words
on one of  the eastern tributaries of  the upper Rio Branco and refers to the
speakers of  the language as Mashubi (1915; 1953; see also Rivet 1953).4

Fawcett estimated that the population numbered about 2,000 individuals,
divided over 24 villages. Since Fawcett, no one has ever again met a group
called Mashubi. Therefore, the Mashubi language is considered in most of
the literature (Loukotka 1963; 1968, Campbell 1997, and Dixon and Aikhen-
vald 1999) as an extinct language, related to Arikapú and Djeoromitxí. How-
ever, the Swiss ethnographer Franz Caspar, who lived with the Tuparí for
many months in 1948 and 1954–55, and who also documented the languages
of  their Arikapú and Djeoromitxí neighbors, claims that Mashubi is probably
a variety of  Arikapú (Caspar 1955a; 1955b). This is confirmed by evidence
from the field (van der Voort 2005; forthcoming a). Hence, the Jabutí lan-
guages are considered in this article as forming a small family with only two

3 In addition, the construction of  hydroelectric dams are a danger to archaeological remains
that represent evidence of  traditional indigenous habitation. At the construction site of  a nearby
new house in 2004, funerary urns were unearthed and destroyed. Among these urns were possibly
those in which our consultant, Nazaré Arikapú, had buried her mother and her first child.
Brazilian law considers indigenous funerary remains as evidence in matters of  land rights. No
decisive action was taken by the authorities, however. 

4 During this trip, Fawcett met the Swedish ethnographer Erland Nordenskiöld, who was
heading for the Huari (Aikanã) (Nordenskiöld 1915). Somehow Nordenskiöld obtained a copy
of  Fawcett’s word list and eventually passed it on to the French linguist Paul Rivet, who pub-
lished it in 1953, trying to relate the language to Chibcha.
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members: Arikapú and Djeoromitxí; and the earliest documentation of
Arikapú is that by Fawcett (in Rivet 1953).

The next phase in documentation occurred when the German ethnogra-
pher Emil Heinrich Snethlage visited the Guaporé region in 1933–34 (Sneth-
lage 1937). Snethlage met many peoples of  the Rio Branco, including the
Arikapú and Djeoromitxí (whom he also called Kipiu), and returned to
Berlin with a collection of  objects, photographs, film, and music recordings
on wax rolls (Snethlage 1939). Unfortunately, his early death (see R. Sneth-
lage 2002) prevented him from publishing about his experiences and data to
a fuller extent. Snethlage had been in contact with the famous Curt Nim-
uendajú, who during his life visited over a 100 indigenous peoples and pub-
lished widely on their languages, cultures, and mythology during the first
half  of  the twentieth century. Snethlage provided him with short word lists
of  Arikapú and Djeoromitxí. Nimuendajú noticed a striking resemblance to
words in Jê languages such as Xerénte, Kayapó, Kaingáng, and Timbíra. He
hypothesized that both languages compose a branch of  the Jê language fam-
ily, which he mentioned in 1935 in a letter to his colleague Carlos Estevão
de Oliveira (Nimuendajú 2000:219–22). Also, he represented them as such
on a manuscript map (Nimuendajú 2000:10, figure 7),5 and on his classifi-
catory map, which was eventually published in 1981 (IBGE 1981). The very
fact that Greenberg (1987) adopted this classification may have been a rea-
son that it did not become broadly accepted among Americanists.

As mentioned above, Franz Caspar lived in the Rio Branco region be-
tween 1948 and 1955 and is known especially for his popular and scientific
accounts of  traditional Tuparí culture (1952; 1975). Caspar also collected
extensive word lists of  all the languages he encountered, including Djeo-
romitxí and Arikapú. He had access to Snethlage’s diaries and cited from
them in his doctoral dissertation (Caspar 1953). The Czech linguist Lou-
kotka had access to word lists by Snethlage and published a comparative
account of  them, grouping Arikapú and Djeoromitxí together with Mashubi
as an isolated language family (Loukotka 1963). Fortunately, some of  Sneth-
lage’s and most of  Caspar’s unpublished material from the Guaporé region
is now becoming available online (Brijnen and Adelaar 2010).6

5 According to the editor of  this collection of  letters, the manuscript map, which shows the geo-
graphic distribution of  the Jê languages including the small western island of  “Arikapú & Jabotí,”
was included in a letter of  20 July 1934. It is likely, however, that it rather belonged to another letter,
such as the next one from 22 January 1935, in which the Jê hypothesis was first mentioned. Fur-
thermore, Snethlage did not leave the field before the end of  November 1934 and probably showed
his linguistic material to Nimuendajú first around the end of  December in Belém.

6 As the result of  an important digitalization initiative (2010) by Willem Adelaar and Hélène
Brijnen of  Leiden University, all of  Caspar’s known unpublished linguistic data, as well as those
of  the nineteenth-century explorer Johann Natterer, and some of  Snethlage’s and Sekelj’s, are
being made available in the Digital Humanities section on the website of  the Leiden University
Library.
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Traditionally, the indigenous peoples of  the region must have had several
thousand members each. Because of  the absence of  resistance against the
infectious diseases of  the Old World, more than half  of  the population of  a
group may die upon first contact with Westerners, if  no protective action is
taken. When Snethlage met the Arikapú, they were already a small group,
divided over two settlements. In 1948, just before Caspar arrived in the re-
gion for the first time, the Yugoslavian journalist Tibor Sekelj traveled up
the Rio Branco in order to visit the Tuparí. In his popular account, he men-
tions the neighboring groups as well and refers to the Arikapú as “the world’s
smallest nation” (Sekelj 1950). In early 1954, the Indians of  the Rio Branco
suffered another horrible measles epidemic. The Arikapú were apparently hit
very hard and when Caspar returned in 1954, they had dwindled to one small
group. In 1968, the linguists Willem Bontkes (1968) and Robert Campbell
surveyed the south of  Rondônia for the evangelical Summer Institute of  Lin-
guistics. Bontkes recorded a short Arikapú word list at Rio Branco and men-
tioned the existence of  14 speakers. Campbell (1968) recorded a word list
of  Djeoromitxí there, from which some items were published in Rodrigues
(1986).

In the 1980s, several anthropologists and linguists visited the region and
met speakers of  Jabutí languages. In her article, the ethno-historian Denise
Maldi described southeastern Rondônia as a cultural area, called the Marico
cultural complex, that includes Tupí groups, groups speaking isolated lan-
guages, and the Arikapú and Djeoromitxí (Maldi 1991). Her survey includes
small word lists and traditional myths. Furthermore, the linguist Denny
Moore of  the Museu Goeldi collected comparative word lists in the Guaporé
indigenous reserve, including Arikapú and Djeoromitxí (Moore 1988). Sub-
sequently, the linguistics student Nádia Pires did fieldwork among the Dje-
oromitxí on the Guaporé reserve for her master’s thesis, which resulted in
a concise description of  Djeoromitxí (1992) and literacy material for the
native language (Pires, Jabuti, and Jabuti 1994; 1995). The section on Jabutí
in Dixon and Aikhenvald’s survey (1999:357–58) is based on the work by
Pires. Between 2001 and 2004, Hein van der Voort conducted fieldwork with
two known speakers of  Arikapú and is preparing a description of  the lan-
guage (van der Voort [forthcoming b]). Certain lexical similarities between
Jabutí languages and other languages of  the region are mentioned in van der
Voort (2005). In 2008, the linguistics student Thiago Vital conducted field-
work in the Guaporé reserve and documented Djeoromitxí oral history and
traditions on a series of  DVDs and CDs. In the same year, linguistics stu-
dents in Guajará-Mirim wrote dictionaries of  Arikapú and Djeoromitxí,
based on interviews with visiting native speakers, for their master’s theses
(R. Ribeiro 2008 and M. Ribeiro 2008). In spite of  these recent initiatives by
linguists, we must emphasize that the documentation and analysis of  both
Arikapú and Djeoromitxí are still in an initial stage.
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2.3. Characteristics of  Jabutí languages. The Jabutí languages are
genetically unrelated to the other languages and language families of  the
Guaporé region and present a number of  unique features, both in their pho-
nology and grammar (for comparative work on these languages, see van
der Voort 2005; 2007). They are highly isolating languages, they have some
phonological traits that are unusual in the region, and their lexicon is mark-
edly different from that of  the others. Nevertheless, they also share a number
of  characteristics with other languages, probably as the result of  diffusion,
especially with regard to the lexicon. Many loanwords are from Makuráp,
which has functioned as a lingua franca for some time during the twentieth
century (Caspar 1975:223, Sekelj 1950:50, and Snethlage 1937:127ff.).

When compared to each other, the Jabutí languages are highly similar.
Since Arikapú and Djeoromitxí used to be closely neighboring languages,
it is likely that they have diversified from a common ancestor in the same
region. It seems less likely that they diversified somewhere outside of  the
region and at a certain moment immigrated together. This implies that the
time depth between Arikapú and Djeoromitxí indicates the minimal length
of  time that the Jabutí languages exist in the Guaporé region. In the follow-
ing subsections, we describe the basic characteristics of  the Jabutí languages.

2.3.1 Arikapú. One important difficulty for the study of  Arikapú is that
the language has been out of  use for a long time and the speakers who were
recorded did not produce narrative texts or fluent dialogues. In principle, one
cannot claim with absolute certainty that the syntactic patterns encountered
in the recordings are original rather than the result of  influence by more cur-
rent languages, such as Djeoromitxí, Makuráp, Tuparí, or Portuguese. Also,
certain morphological properties of  the language may have become obsolete.
Although the fluency of  the remaining speakers was difficult to assess, one
nevertheless gets the impression that the different speech samples they pro-
duced are consistent and highly similar in structure. In this respect, it is
important to remember that the two remaining speakers lived far apart and
did not maintain any contact with each other. Now, there is only one speaker
of  Arikapú left.

2.3.1.1. Phonology. According to recent analyses (van der Voort [forth-
coming b]), the phonological system of  Arikapú comprises eight oral vowels
and six nasal vowels. The consonant system includes ten phonemes (see
table 1).

Although Arikapú has a number of  nasal vowels, which are confirmed by
minimal pairs such as nikra ‘hips’ vs. nikrã ‘wrist’, tak´ ‘it is hot’ vs. tak´$
‘it is finished’, tari ‘to clear the field’ vs. tari ‘it is dry’, and ku ‘to eat’ vs.
ku $ ‘to leave’, there is also some variation between nasal and oral pronunci-
ation of  vowels, and spread of  nasality to neighboring (usually left) syl-
lables. Hence there is limited evidence for a nasal phoneme /õ/, whereas
most occurrences of  the nasal phoneme /E $/ seem to be the result of  nasal
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spreading, except in two homophonous lexical roots, rE$ ‘egg’ and ‘dance’,
which contrast minimally with rE ‘cord, grub’. (For a likely diachronic ex-
planation of  this exception, see 4.1.1.)

The language also has diphthongs, some of  which contrast with combina-
tions of  multiple vowels that belong to different syllables, as in kaj ‘head’ vs.
ka.i ‘hair, fur, feathers’. Stress is placed on the ultimate syllable of  the word.
The /j/ occurs also in onset position, in words like mujo ‘long club’, kuju
‘wing, feather’, rajo ‘uncle’. Furthermore, there are some cases of  /j/-inser-
tion in stressed syllables in certain words, such as kam´$ ‘hill’ vs. kam´$jtSutSE
‘on top of  the hill’, ku $ ‘grind’ vs. ihãku $j ‘grind seeds’, and inu $t´$(j)nõ ‘I’m
sleeping’ (see table 2).

Arikapú has some very frequent consonant combinations, such as /pr, kr,
mr/, although their distribution is somewhat limited. Less common conso-
nant combinations are /pw, kw, mw, pj, nj, wr, rn/.

There are some frequently occurring consonant alternations in Arikapú.
The most common one concerns /m/, whose allophones [b] and [mb] occur
in free variation with each other, before oral vowels, as in /miku/ [biku] ~
[mbiku] ‘yard’; /mo/ [bu] ~ [mbÜ] ‘arrow’. Word-internally, the preceding
vowel is often nasalized, as in /kamu/ [kã·bu] ~ [kam·bu] ‘young one’; /kra-

TABLE 1
Arikapú Vowel Phonemes

Oral Vowels Nasal Vowels

Front Central Back Front Central Back

Close i I u i u

Close-mid i ´ ´$

Open-mid E o [O] E$ õ[O$]
Open a [a] a [ã]

TABLE 2
Arikapú Consonant Phonemes

Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal

Plosive p t k
Nasal m n
Trill/tap r
Fricative h
Affricate tS
Approximant w j
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mr´/ [krã·br´] ~ [kra·mbr´] ‘beads’ (lit., ‘stone-little’) ([·] indicates stress
placement).

A similar pattern concerns the /n/, which has the freely alternating allo-
phones [d] and [nd] before oral vowels and which, word-internally, causes
nasalization of  the preceding vowel, e.g., /nunI/ [ndundI] ~ [dundI ~ [du $dI]
‘breast’.

Note that /m/ and /n/ also have nasal allophones, [m] and [n], respectively.
These allophones occur mostly preceding nasal vowels and are in com-
plementary distribution with [b/mb] and [d/nd]. Counterexamples to this
complementarity usually involve loanwords. There are a few rare counter-
examples in which [m] is attested preceding an oral vowel, but there always
seems to be free variation between that oral vowel and its nasal counterpart,
and no minimal pairs are attested.

The [dJ] should probably not be considered as a separate phoneme, since
its distribution is limited to preceding an [i] and does not contrast with [d]
in that position. Although the [n] is also attested preceding an [i], that [i]
appears to be in free variation with nasalized [I] in the same position. There-
fore, all three should be regarded as allophones of  /n/.

There is some phoneme fluctuation between /tS/ and /h/. These phonemes
occur in free variation only in certain lexemes: tSaroko ~ haroko ‘talk, say,
language’. This alternation probably represents a relic of  a similar, still pro-
ductive alternation in Djeoromitxí between /r/ and /h/ (see 4.2.1 below).
There is variation between the presence and absence of  /tS/ in a number of
lexemes, such as i ~ tSi ‘bone’ and p´a ~ p´tSa ‘to form, shape, knit’.7

The glottal stop is probably not a phoneme but an automatic phenomenon
that is motivated by a tendency to preserve the basic syllable structure CV.

Note that in the speech of  one of  our consultants, the /k/ is often aspirated
[kh] when it precedes back rounded and central vowels. This is probably due
to interference from Djeoromitxí.

2.3.1.2. Grammar. From the available data it appears that the Jabutí
languages are grammatically similar. They are relatively isolating languages.
The basic parts of  speech are nouns, verbs, adverbs, and particles. Adjectives
are not distinguishable from uninflected intransitive verbs. Basic constituent
orders are noun-modifier and SOV or OVS, which are often given as inter-
changeable optional alternatives by the consultants. There are a number of
obligatory prefixes for person marking, the majority of  which are distributed
according to an ergative pattern. There is no case marking of  core arguments,
but there is a handful of  postpositions that mark the semantic function of

7 In the case of  i ~ tSi ‘bone’, it is worth mentioning that the consonant-initial form occurs only
as the second element in compounds, or preceded by a prefix. It is likely that, in such cases, the
basic form is i, and that [tS] developed originally as transition glide.
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oblique arguments. The Arikapú elements for person reference and their
attested use are listed in table 3.8

The person prefixes can in principle be attached to members of  any lexical
category, be it a noun, verb, or adverb. When attached to nouns, they have
a possessive sense, as in example (1) below, and when attached to verbs,
they express a structural argument, as in (2).

(1) a-kanu $
2-hat

‘your hat’

(2) ta-wE $r´$
3-alone

‘He is by himself’.

When attached to intransitive verbs, the person prefixes indicate the subject.
When attached to transitive verbs, the person prefixes indicate the object, as
in (3) and (4). This suggests that Arikapú has an ergative person-marking
strategy.

8 The following abbreviations are used in this article: 1s = first-person subject; 1sg = first-per-
son singular; 1pl = first-person plural; 2 = second person; 3 = third person; adj = adjectivizer;
aik = Aikanã (isolate); aku = Aku $tsu $ (Tuparí); api = Apinajé; ari = Arikapú; atr = advanced
tongue root; ave = aversive; bor = Boróro; comit = comitative; ctfg = centrifugal direction; dat

= dative; dje = Djeoromitxí; do = direct object; fut = future; intens = intensifier; kai = Kaingáng;
kan = Kanoê (isolate); kra = Krahô; krj = Karajá; knk = Krenák; kwa = Kwaza (isolate); loc

= locative; lp = linking prefix; mak = Makuráp (Tuparí); mek = Mekens (Tuparí); mxx = Max-
akalí; n = noun; nom = nominalizer; ofy = Ofayé; PAJê = Proto-Amazonian Jê; p.c. = personal
communication; PJab = Proto-Jabutí; PJê = Proto-Jê; pl = plural; por = Portuguese; pos = pos-
sessive; prk = Parkatêjê; rel = relational (or linking) prefix; rik = Rikbaktsá; sal = Salamãi
(Mondé); sg = singular; sp = species; suy = Suyá; trans = transitive marker; tup = Tuparí (Tu-
parí); v = verb; xav = Xavante; xer = Xerente; way = Wayurú (Tuparí).

TABLE 3
Arikapú Person Marking

Transitive
Declarative 

Interrogative

Pronouns Possessive Intransitive Subject Object Subject

1sg ihE i- i- ihE i- =nõ
2 ahE a- a- ahE a- =nE
3 — i-, ta-, tSi-, N i-, ta- N i-, tSi-, tSE-, N —
1pl tSihE tSi- tSi- — tSi- (=nõ)
Impersonal — i-, a-, tSi- i-, tSi- — i-, tSi-, tSE- —
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(3) ahE=nE i-arã-t´$
you=2s 1sg/3-see-neg

‘Don’t you even look at me!’

(4) tSi-konI-wiro
1pl-shoot-fut

‘(He) is going to shoot us’.

The Arikapu third-person intransitive argument prefix ta-, which does not
occur with transitive predicates, was also attested in possessive construc-
tions. Both in form and function it is conspicuously similar to the corefer-
ential/reflexive possessor (‘his own’) prefix in other Macro-Jê languages
(Rodrigues 1986:55): 

(5) ta-ni·r´$-n´ ta-nu $·t´$
3-place-loc 3-sleep

‘He’s sleeping in his own house’.

Arikapú is a “PRO-drop” language, and the use of  pronouns and other in-
dependent argument nouns is optional. Nevertheless, pronouns occur fre-
quently in the data, usually in subject function. The following alternative
phrases show the optionality of  pronouns:

(6) ihE=nõ i-pi
I=1s 1sg/3-dead

‘I’m drunk’.

(7) i-pi=nõ
1sg/3-dead=1s

‘I’m drunk’.

Apart from pronouns and prefixes, two enclitics are listed in table 3, =nõ and
=nE. These enclitics agree respectively with the first- and the second-person
subject of  declarative, interrogative, and sometimes imperative sentences.
As appears from (7), they may be used simultaneously with person prefixes,
but they do not display ergative behavior and they seem to be optional. The
most important distributional characteristics of  subject clitics are that they
tend to be attached to the first syntactic constituent of  the sentence; they are
never attached to object constituents; and they can be attached to oblique
arguments. Note the alternative word orders in the following examples:

 (8) ihE=nõ tSi-rihE hE$-wEhE
I=1s 1pl-food cook-intens

‘I’m making food’.
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(9) tSi-rihE hE$-wEhE(=nõ) ihE
1pl-food cook-intens=1s I

‘I’m making food’.

The position of  the subject clitic in (9) implies furthermore that the combi-
nation of  object and predicate forms a syntactic constituent.

2.3.1.3. Nonspecific use of  personal prefixes. The prefixes for first-
person singular and plural, i- and tSi-, are homophonous with the nonspecific
or impersonal prefixes. Because of  its ambiguity and its not entirely resolved
status, i- is glossed as ‘1sg/3’. Because impersonal use of  first-person plural
is not an uncommon phenomenon across languages, we will continue to
gloss tSi- as ‘1pl’, assuming that it represents the same morpheme. The two
prefixes can occur as third-person prefixes that in possessive constructions
seem to function often as a dummy possessor and with transitive verbs or
semantically adjectival intransitive verbs as a dummy argument. There is a
distributional difference between them and the normal person prefixes,
which can occur in combination with an overt pronoun. When the possessor
or the third-person object is expressed by a full noun, the impersonal prefixes
are absent.9 The following examples contrast possessive constructions:

(10) tSi-praj
1pl-foot

‘our foot’

(11) n´$w´-praj arã=nõ (ihE)
tapir-foot see=1s 1

‘I saw a tapir track’.

(12) i-tSawa
1sg/3-flower

‘(its) flower’, ‘my flower’

(13) kukã-tSawa
jambu-flower

‘jambu flower’

(12) shows that the absence of  a (pro)noun may allow for grammatical am-
biguity, since, in principle, various interpretations are possible.

The impersonal prefix tSi- is often interpreted as a plural third person with
transitive verbs:

9 It deserves mention here that there are no third-person pronouns in Arikapú.
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(14) ihE=nõ tSi-arã
I-1sg 1pl-see

‘I saw them’.

On some occasions, there was apparently no pragmatic difference between
the prefixes i- and tSi-, whether in subject function or in object function:

(15) ahE=nE i-kuraj
you=2s 1sg/3-throw

‘Did you already throw (it) away?’

(16) ahE=nE tSi-kuraj
you=2s 1pl-throw

‘Did you already throw (it) away?’

The prefix tSi- strongly resembles another prefix, tSE-. It does not occur on in-
transitive verbs, but it was attested in a possessive function once, and it func-
tions mostly as an unspecified direct object prefix for a transitive verb.

(17) ahE=nE patSi t´=nE, a-n´j tSE-iro
you=2s tobacco bring=2s 2-older.brother do-want

‘Did you bring tobacco? Your older brother wants some’.

The prefix i- with an impersonal sense resembles the dummy element i-
or e- in a number of  Guaporé languages of  different affiliation (see van der
Voort 2005). However, it remains a question whether the impersonal pre-
fixes i- and tSi- really should be considered as different prefixes that happen
to be homophonous with the first-person singular and plural prefixes i- and
tSi-. It seems equally likely that they represent impersonal use of  the cate-
gory first person, similar to impersonal use of  the second-person singular or
the first-person plural in many other languages.

2.3.1.4. Postpositions. Arikapú has a limited set of  elements that indi-
cate the specific semantic function of  the oblique arguments they follow.
These elements indicate roles such as aversive, dative, instrumental, loca-
tive, similative, comitative, and ablative.

(18) ihE=nõ i-kon´$ Jwãw rIj
I=1s 1sg/3-angry João ave

‘I am angry with João’.

(19) tSuk´ u i-ri
rope give 1sg/3-dat

‘Give me rope!’
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2.3.1.5. Other grammatical elements. Arikapú has grammatical ele-
ments which we have considered as derivational suffixes for the time being,
such as nominalizer/adjectivizer -hã, diminutive -mr´j, augmentative -tSitSi
and -rukrE, intensifier -wEhE, negative imperative -pI, future -wiro, and
purposive -w´. Note the following example:

(20) tSitSi-hã kari-hã iro=nõ ihE
maize-kernel dry-nom want=1s 1

‘I want toasted maize’.

In addition, there are elements that resemble nominal classifiers, such as
-hã ‘seed, kernel’, -ka ‘round’, -k´ ‘skin, shell’, -ko ‘hole’, -mrE$ ‘porridge,
dregs’, -ni ‘flesh’, -ni ‘thorn, leaf, cord’, -nu $ ‘porridge, paste’, rE ‘wormlike’,
-rE$ ‘egg’, and -mr´ ‘powder, flour’. These elements were rarely attested by
themselves and were usually preceded by nouns or person prefixes, as in:

(21) murE-mrE$
manioc-porridge

‘manioc porridge’

(22) a-mrE$
2-porridge

‘your porridge’

For the expression of  their semantic content only, the prefix i- is usually
applied, as in imrE$ ‘porridge’, ihã ‘seed’, iko ‘hole’, etc. In these respects,
the classifier-like elements strongly resemble those attested elsewhere in
the Guaporé region and could be attributed to areal diffusion. Some of  the
classifying forms even occur in almost identical form in unrelated lan-
guages, such as Kwaza (isolate) -mE$ ‘porridge’, -ni ‘thorn’, -nu $ ‘powder’
(van der Voort 2005:397).10 Since the majority of  the classifier-like elements
of  Arikapú are reconstructible in Proto-Jabutí and Proto-Jê, as will be shown
in 2.4.3 and 4.1, their origin is most likely Macro-Jê.

2.3.2. Djeoromitxí. As mentioned in 2.2, Djeoromitxí is a living lan-
guage that still is transferred to the younger generations. Its speakers are
very much in favor of  keeping the language alive and actively support its
further development in terms of  expanding its range of  use beyond the tra-
ditional context. The literacy project set up by Nádia Pires has been quite
successful and Djeoromitxí is used sometimes as a vehicle for teaching in

10 One of  the classifiers that is highly productive in the isolated languages of  the Corumbiara
and Pimenta Bueno region, Aikanã, Kanoê, and Kwaza, the classifier -mu $ ‘liquid’ is encountered
in several river names in use by the Arikapú and Djeoromitxí; that probably means that these
hydronyms were borrowed by the Jabutí languages from one (or several) of  the other languages.
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primary schools on the reserve. Even modern-style, romantic, guitar-accom-
panied songs are created and performed in the language. As long as the
speakers are allowed to continue as a community, the language will probably
survive.

2.3.2.1. Phonology. According to the analyses by Pires (1992), the pho-
nological system of  Djeoromitxí comprises seven oral vowels, four nasal
vowels, and 14 consonants. In this article, however, we do not consider all
of  those units as phonemic, and count only 12 consonants11 (see table 4). The
close central rounded vowel /Á/ is often pronounced as [ø].

There are no diphthongs in Djeoromitxí and combinations of  multiple
vowels always belong to different syllables. The glottal stop [?] is an optional
phonetic phenomenon at the encounter of  two vowel phonemes. Stress is
placed on the ultimate syllable of  the word (see table 5).

Although the available data on Djeoromitxí are less decisive, we assume
that the language is essentially like Arikapú in that it does not have a set of

11 Although Pires’s data and analyses are reliable and systematic, they are not complete, and
additional data obtained in the field have in certain cases presented us with a different perspec-
tive. That is not to say that we consider the analysis put forward here as definitive. Djeoromitxí
merits a much more wide-ranging and profound study than has been done so far, especially since
there is still a viable speakers’ community to make that possible.

TABLE 4
Djeoromitxí Vowel Phonemes

Front Central Back Front Central Back

Close i Á u i

Close-mid ´
Open-mid E o[O] E › õ [O› ]
Open a [a] ã [ã]

TABLE 5
Djeoromitxí Consonantt Phonemes

Labial Alveolar

– Voice + Voice – Voice + Voice Velar Glottal

Plosive p t k
Nasal m n
Trill/tap r
Fricative h
Affricate ps bz tS dJ
Approximant w
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voiced plosive consonant phonemes that are distinct from nasal consonants.
The distribution of  [b] and [d] versus [m] and [n] appears to be largely com-
plementary, [b] and [d] occurring basically only before oral vowels, and [m]
and [n] before either nasal or oral vowels.12

The affricate /bz/ occurs only in one specific environment, before a close
front vowel /i/ (see n. 16 for a historical explanation). It nevertheless con-
trasts with /m/. The vowel that follows /bz/ is often not pronounced, as in
/bzirE/ [bzirE] ~ [bzrE] ‘capuchin monkey’. Since no minimal pair was en-
countered, the phonemic status of  /ps/ is less obvious, although it contrasts
with /p/ in the same environment.

The /dJ/ is a phoneme that does not occur before /a/ and /´/. In the prac-
tical orthography created by the Djeoromitxí and Nádia Pires, it is written as
a digraph <dj>, similar to the /tS/, which is written as <tx> (Pires, Jabuti, and
Jabuti 1994; 1995).

Note that preceding the close rounded central vowel [Á], the /k/ is pro-
nounced as [q]. Preceding the central vowel /´/ and the back vowel /u/, it is
often aspirated [kh]. Preceding back vowels and [Á], the /p/ is usually pro-
nounced as a bilabial fricative [F], or as an affricate [pF].

There is a morphophonological alternation that is characteristic of  Djeo-
romitxí. When /h/-initial words are preceded by a personal prefix, or when
they occur as the second element in a composition, the /h/ is replaced by /r/.
This is shown in the following examples:13

(23) hÁ hÁmi
I be.ill

‘I’m ill’.

(24) hÁ pa=rÁmi
1 foot=be.ill

‘My foot hurts’.

(25) hõmEka=rÁmi
head=be.ill

‘I have a headache’.

12 Partially similar systems were attested in languages of  the Tuparí language family, like
Makuráp and Mekens (Moore and Galucio 1994), and in a number of  Jê languages (Rodrigues
1999). The minimal pair registered in Pires (1992:37) for the opposition between [d] and [n] is
not convincing since it contains an unanalyzed phrase <noko> ‘to eat’ (/nõ ku/, lit., ‘eat food’)
and a loanword from Makuráp: <doko> ‘electric eel’ (mak [‘nduku], dje mirEtSitSi). More re-
search is necessary, however.

13 Examples such as (24) and (25) are highly productive. Although the theoretical significance
of  these constructions has not yet been fully explored, they constitute an interesting grammatical
parallel with Proto-Jê, where similar noun–verb compounds can be reconstructed.
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(26) ham´
tired

‘He is tired’.

(27) hÁ ham´
I tired

‘I’m tired’.

(28) adJE a-ram´
you 2-tired

‘You’re tired’.

Pires (1992:46) contains data that indicate that there is similar morphopho-
nological alternation between /h/ and /n/ with certain roots. These alterna-
tions remind one of  the so-called relational prefixes described for some
Macro-Jê and Tupí languages (e.g., Rodrigues 1999 and Seki 2000), as dis-
cussed in 3.3 and 4.3. If, as the phonological correspondences seem to sug-
gest (see 4.3), such alternations in Djeoromitxí are indeed related to the ones
found in Jê and other Macro-Jê families (Karajá and Ofayé, for instance),
this would constitute an important piece of  evidence for genetic relationship
(a “shared aberrancy”).

2.3.2.2. Grammar. The above examples suggest a high degree of  simi-
larity between the grammatical structures of  Djeoromitxí and Arikapú. As
mentioned in the previous section, the basic parts of  speech of  the Jabutí
languages are nouns, verbs, adverbs, and particles, while adjectives14 are
descriptive intransitive verbs. Basic constituent orders are noun-modifier
and SOV or OVS. Djeoromitxí also has obligatory prefixes for person mark-
ing, albeit that the forms involved differ from Arikapú. Compare table 3,
which shows Arikapú person reference, to table 6, which shows the Djeo-
romitxí forms and their attested use.

14 As identified by Pires (1992).

TABLE 6
Djeoromitxí Person Marking

Possessive, Transitive

Pronouns Preposition Intransitive Subject Object

1sg hÁ — — hÁ —
2 adJE a- a- adJE a-/adJE
3 na i-/N i-/na/N na/N i-/N
1pl hirÁ hi- hi- hirÁ hi-
Impersonal — hi- — — i-, E-
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In Djeoromitxí, first-person singular is unmarked, whereas the first-person
plural and the second-person have obligatory prefixes. The third-person is
marked by a prefix when an overt argument or possessor noun is absent. The
use of  personal pronouns is in principle optional. The following examples
show possessive use of  the person prefixes:

(29) nikÁ
field

‘my planted field (with maize)’

(30) i-rawa
3-flower

‘(its) flower’

Djeoromitxí also has an alternative way to express possession, through the
possessive particle dJEwEtSa. This particle can receive person prefixes. With-
out any prefixes it means ‘mine’ or ‘my’:

(31) dJEwEtSa  tIru
pos husband

‘my husband’

(32) a-dJEwEtSa kau
2-pos neck.hair

‘your hair in the back of  the neck’

In constructions like these, as well as in other possessive constructions with
a possessor noun, the possessed head does not receive person prefixes.

Djeoromitxí has an ergative person-marking strategy. When attached to
intransitive verbs, person prefixes indicate the subject; when attached to
transitive verbs, person prefixes indicate the object. In the following ex-
amples, person marking, or its absence, indicates the subject of  the intran-
sitive predicate:

(33) hÁ hakÁmE
I yawn

‘I’m yawning’.

(34) hirÁ hi-hõrahi
we 1pl-drunk

‘We’re all drunk’.

With transitive predicates, the object rather than the subject is indicated
by person prefixes, the distribution of  person marking being ergative in
Djeoromitxí. The third person object is marked by the prefix i-.
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(35) hÁ a-tÁmi adJE
I 2-beat you

‘I’m going to beat you’.

(36) hÁ i-tE a-ri i-u $ adJE
I 3-bring 2-dat 3-give you

‘I brought it to give to you’.15

Note that Djeoromitxí is not considered as an ergative language in Pires
(1992). The behavior of  the prefix i- is explained as a result of  complex word
formation. A more recent version of  this view is based on the analysis of
transitive objects as subjects in passive constructions (Pires 1998). Although
this nominative–accusative analysis of  Djeoromitxí may also be plausible, it
merits further investigation and is not adhered to here.

2.3.2.3. Nonspecific use of  person prefixes. Unlike the other person
prefixes, the i- prefix does not appear when the argument is represented by
an overt noun or pronoun. Like in Arikapú, this prefix often represents a
nonspecific or indefinite third-person argument. The difference with Arikapú
is that i- is never interpreted as a first person in Djeoromitxí. Note the
following examples:

(37) bziru kuhi
water spill

‘spill water’

(38) i-kuhi-tõ
3-spill-neg

‘Don’t spill it!’

Like the Arikapú prefix tSi-, the Djeoromitxí prefix hi- can be interpreted
both as a first-person plural prefix and as an impersonal prefix. This is prob-
ably a cross-linguistically common strategy. Not surprisingly, it is often
encountered with human body-part nouns:

(39) hi-m´hiri
1pl-lung

‘one’s lungs’

(40) hi-op´dJi
1pl-adam’s.apple

‘one’s Adam’s apple’

15 Constituent order ari iu $ adJE hÁ itE was also attested.
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The metaphorical extension of  the first-person plural to impersonal is clear-
est in examples that cannot be so easily interpreted literally, such as (40),
which was uttered by a female consultant.

2.3.2.4. Postpositions. Oblique arguments are marked for different roles,
such as locative, instrumental, comitative, by a closed set of  postpositions:

(41) i-hi pak´ i-pu
3-hair comit 3-eat

‘(He) eat(s) game with hair and everything’.

(42) nipEru tSE a-runã
bench loc 2-sit

‘You sit on the bench’.

Pires (1992) has furthermore documented postpositions such as dative ma,
agentive mE, and beneficiary Eni.

2.3.2.5. Other grammatical elements. Even though the Jabutí lan-
guages are relatively isolating, there is some morphology apart from
bound person marking. Djeoromitxí has derivational suffixes such as
nominalizer -tSi, diminutive -titi (Pires 1992), augmentative -tSitSi, and
intensifier -wEhE. 

Furthermore, there are grammatical elements of  which it is hard to say
whether they are free particles or bound morphemes, such as negative tõ,
interrogative hi, future ma (probably, the same as the dative postposition),
past tSE, and nominalizers a, h´, and ´ in Pires (1992). (43) is an example
with the adjective nominalizer h´:

(43) tSitSi-hõ kÁri-h´ u $
maize-kernel dry-adj give

‘Give me toasted maize’.

Finally, there are nominal classifiers, such as -dJE ‘egg’, -hõ ‘seed, kernel’,
-ka ‘round’, -k´ ‘skin, shell’, -kÁ ‘hole’, -mã ‘porridge’, -ni ‘flesh’, -ni ‘thorn,
leaf, cord’, -t´ ‘small’, -rE ‘wormlike’, and -tu ‘powder, flour’. Some of  these
are analyzed by Pires (1992) as the second part of  a nominal compound.
They were not attested as independent elements. They clearly have derived
from nouns, and some of  them are still attested as nouns, most of  which are
obligatorily possessed (with the exception of  k´ ‘skin, shell’). If  their se-
mantic content is to be expressed as an independent form at all, these ele-
ments minimally require the prefixation of  i-, as in ihõ ‘kernel’, ikÁ ‘hole’.
The classifier-like elements of  Arikapú and Djeoromitxí constitute highly
similar sets of  sometimes rather unproductive morphemes that belong to a
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small closed category with a quite limited distribution. To a certain extent
their behavior and form resemble those of  a number of  unrelated languages
of  the region, which could be explained by areal diffusion. Most of  them,
however, can be reconstructed for Proto-Jabutí (see 2.4.3) and have lexical
cognates in other Macro-Jê families (see 4.1), which suggests that, if  areal
diffusion of  classifiers took place, (Proto-)Jabutí may have been a major
source.

2.4. Proto-Jabutí. There is little doubt that Arikapú and Djeoromitxí
are genealogically closely related. The similarities on the lexical, phonolog-
ical, and grammatical levels are very strong and a great number of  words can
be reconstructed. In this section, we present evidence for the relationship by
reconstructing the phonological inventory and a number of  lexical and gram-
matical forms of  the proto-language.

2.4.1. The phonological system. The lexical database on which this
section is based contains approximately 1,410 unique Arikapú roots and
1,095 unique Djeoromitxí roots. Among these, around 1,085 sets of  entries
were comparable. After sets that showed no formal similarity whatsoever
were excluded, and after probable loans and onomatopoeic forms were sepa-
rated, roughly 500 sets of  entries remained that are possibly cognate. On the
basis of  the regular correspondences between the phonemes in similar posi-
tions in the forms, approximately 200 proto-forms were fully reconstructed,
as well as the shared ancestral phonological system. Table 7 shows the re-
constructed vowel phonemes of  Proto-Jabutí. 

In the following lists, regular correspondences between Arikapú and
Djeoromitxí phonemes are shown, with their reconstruction in Proto-Jabutí.
The numbers correspond to relevant items in the appended Swadesh basic
100-word list. Apart from those items, there are many other fully corre-
sponding cognate sets to support the postulated regular correspondences.
The complete list of  cognate sets and full information on the conditioning

TABLE 7
Proto-Jabutí Vowel Phonemes

Oral Vowels Nasal Vowels

Front Central Back Front Central Back

Close i I u i i— u
Close-mid I

Mid ´ ´ ›
Open-mid o E › õ
Open a ã
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environments of  the reconstructed phonemes are given in van der Voort
(2007).

Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí Swadesh List Number

*a a a 2, 16, 40, 42, 49, 52,
(73), 77, (79), 88, 92,
96, 96b, 98

*a a ´, (u) /#,tS r _ 57, (99)
*a a E /_j# 93
*E E E 44, 47 
*i i i 3, 13, 16a, 19, 31, 49, 75,

82, 83, 92
*i i i /m, w_ 85
*I I i 51, 75a, 88, (96b)
*´ ´ ´ /k, m_ 27, 28, 45, 52, 53, 

58, 59
*´ ´ E 44, (65), 66, 82, 83, 84, 93
*´ ´ i /_j# (see van der Voort 2007)
*o o Á 42, 43, 50, 76a, 87, 99
*u u u 17a, 23, 48, 55, 55a, 56,

73, 89, 92, 96
*u u o /k, n, tS_ 51
*u u i /m_ 89
*ã ã ã /m,t_ 8, (9)
*ã ã E /_j# 67
*ã ã E$ /_j# (see van der Voort 2007)
*ã ã õ /h,r_ 24, 40, 57, 72
*E$ E$ E /m,r_ (33), 47, 80
*E$ ´ E$ /mr_j# (see van der Voort 2007)
*IIII IIII IIII 25, 29, 79
*IIII IIII i /n_ 45, 48
*IIII i IIII /h_ (39), 100
*IIII — ´$ IIII (see van der Voort 2007)
*IIII — ´$ i /_j# (see van der Voort 2007)
*õ õ Á /m_ (see van der Voort 2007)
*õ o õ /t, r_ 76a
*õ a õ /t, r_ 100
*õ ´ õ /t, r_ 72
*õ ´$ õ /n, t, r_ 8a, 60
*u $ u $ õ /#, k, n, r_ 19, 60, 70, 87
*u $ u õ /k, n, t_ 32, 96b

Table 8 shows the reconstructed consonant phonemes of  Proto-Jabutí, and
below that, lists of  regular correspondences and references to items in Ap-
pendix A.
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Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí Swadesh List Number

*h h h 24, 40, 72
*h tS, W h /_i, i 3, 100
*k k k 16, 23, 27, 28, 40, 42, 45,

49, 52, 55a, 56, (65),
(73), 76a, (79), 88, 96,
96b, 98, 99

*m m [b, m] m [b, m] 8, 19, 52, 53, 58, 59, 62a,
79, 80, 96

*m16 m [b] bz /_i 75, 89
*n n [d, n] n 19, 25, 29, 39, 44, 45, 48,

51, 60, 87, 96b
*n17 n [d, n] W, (w) /_E, ´, I (51), 96b
*p p p 16, 19, (39), 46, 47, 49,

(50), 55, 66, 73, 82, 83,
88, 92

*t t t 8a, (9), 32, 44, 45, 60, 62a,
72, 100

*tS tS tS /_i, i, E 13, 92

TABLE 8
Proto-Jabutí Consonant Phonemes

Labial Alveolar Velar Glottal

Plosive p t k

Nasal m n

Trill/tap r

Voiceless affricate tS
Voiced affricate dJ
Approximant w j h

16 Under Pires’s (1992:20) analysis, /bz/ represents a rare phoneme in Djeoromitxí that oc-
curs only before /i/, where it contrasts with /m/: bzi(ru) ‘water’ vs. mi ‘genipap’. In Arikapú
cognates, this contrast does not exist, but there is a contrast between /i/ and /i/ in the same
position: mi ‘water’ vs. mi ‘genipap’, respectively. Probably, in an earlier phase of  Djeo-
romitxí, [bz] was an allophone of  /m/ conditioned by a high “tense” vowel /i/, whereas the al-
lophone [m] occurred before the high “lax” vowel /i/. When the contrast between these
vowels was lost in Djeoromitxí, /bz/ must have acquired phonemic status. There are only a
few complete cognates involving /bz/, e.g., Proto-Jabutí *mihi, ari mitSi, dje bzihi pikorÁ
‘monkey species’ and Proto-Jabutí *tSamuj, ari tSamuj, dje habzi ‘cotton’.

17 In some cases, such as *nI ‘to salt’, *n disappeared in Djeoromitxí, changing the word to
i, whereas it was preserved in Arikapú: nI.
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*tS18 tS, h h /#_a, u 42
*tS19 tS, W r /V_a, u 42, 43, 92
*tS k tS /_´ 82, 84, 93
*dJ20 tS dJ /_i 16a
*dJ tS, W dJ /_i 31
*r r r, h (65), (67), 76a, 87, 99
*r21 r n /__i, õ , u $, ã 57
*r22 r W /C_a, i, õ, ã 46, 49, 62a, 77, 83

The following items suggest that Proto-Jabutí also has glides. The *j usu-
ally functions as a semivowel in falling diphthongs. Pires (1992:42–44)
notes that there are no diphthongs on the phonological level in Djeo-
romitxí.23 Some examples indicate that the *j was preserved only in Arikapú.
Other examples suggest optional /j/-insertion in Arikapú:24

Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí Swadesh List Number

*j j W 8, 45, 46, (65), 66, 67
*j j i /E_ (see van der Voort 2007)
*w w w 85
*w25 w u, W /a, õ_ (see van der Voort 2007)

18 As shown in 2.3.1.1, Arikapú has a number of  lexemes in which /tS/ idiosyncratically
alternates with /h/ and with absence of  /tS/. We showed in 2.3.2.1 how certain lexical roots in
Djeoromitxí are subject to morphophonological alternation between /r/ in onset position
word-internally and /h/ word-initially. These two alternating sets of  consonants may be re-
lated historically but not synchronically. Be they verbs or nouns, many Djeoromitxí roots that
display this morphophonological alternation, such as -rua, hua ‘to sing’, are cognate with
roots in Arikapú that have /tS/ in any corresponding position (i.e., both with or without a pre-
ceding prefix or noun), in this case tSua, reconstructible for Proto-Jabutí as *tSua.

19 Many Arikapú roots with /tS/, some of  which display alternation with [W], like p´a, p´tSa
‘to form, put, weave’, are cognate with roots in Djeoromitxí that have nonalternating /r/
(word-internally) or /h/ (word-initially) in a corresponding position, in this case pera, recon-
structible in Proto-Jabutí as *p´tSa.

20 Before /i/, as in Proto-Jabutí *pudJi ‘needle’, *dJ corresponds to /dJ/ in Djeoromitxí, in
this case pudJi, Arikapú putSi.

21 Proto-Jabutí *r underwent a split in Djeoromitxí: before oral vowels it remained as /r/
and before nasal vowels it changed to /n/ and merged with Proto-Jabutí *n, as in *ri ‘braise,
grill’, dje ni, ari ri.

22 Arikapú has a number of  consonant combinations with /r/ in second position in the on-
set, as in kumr´j ‘peanut’, which are absent in Djeoromitxí, as in kumE$ ‘peanut’. Assuming
that these consonant combinations underwent simplification in Djeoromitxí, they can be re-
constructed for Proto-Jabutí, in this case *kumrE$j.

23 In a few cases, [j] was preserved both in Arikapú and in Djeoromitxí, although the cognates
correspond only partially or are from possible loanwords: *hãt.j, ari hãtãj, dje hõtoi ‘slow’, and
*mEjmia, ari mEjmia, dje mEibzia ‘tayra’.

24 See 2.3.1.1. In such cases, reconstructed *j is placed in between brackets.
25 Few examples exist of  *w used as a semivowel, as in *kaw ‘hair in the back of  the neck’.

In this case, Djeoromitxí was simplified or made use of  an allophone of  /u/, as in kau,
Arikapú kaw.
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A considerable number of  lexical and grammatical roots of  the Jabutí
languages are cognate with roots of  Jê languages. These are discussed in 4
below and are shown in Appendix A.

2.4.2. The lexicon. Some parts of  the lexicon are more suitable than others
for the purpose of  historical comparison. In the above sections, the highest
value is attached to items that represent the most basic concepts that can be
expected to be lexicalized in each language, such as body parts, close kinship
relations, and geographic phenomena, which can be found in Swadesh’s 100
basic word list. It is likely that such items are inherited from previous stages
of  a language, since they do not tend to represent unknown concepts for
which new terms have to be introduced by borrowing or invention.

Although symbolic forms and borrowed forms may show similarities that
confirm the same historical correspondences as basic forms do, they are
also able to distort the picture and display similarities that are otherwise not
accounted for in the specific reconstruction at hand. In the case of  the Jabutí
languages, there is no clear correspondence between Arikapú /tS/ and Djeo-
romitxí /t/, for example. The only evidence for this correspondence is a set
of  items that may be sound-symbolic in origin: Arikapú katSi vs. Djeoromitxí
kati ‘itch’. In van der Voort (2005:384), a number of  possible sound-sym-
bolic forms are listed that are similar to forms in neighboring languages,
such as Arikapú kutaj, kokor´ vs. Djeoromitxí kutSi, krukru ‘cicada’, which
is similar to Aikanã and Kwaza (isolates) kuku, and Arikapú pupu vs. Dje-
oromitxí popo ‘owl’, which is similar to Aikanã pupurE ‘owl species’, Kwaza
(isolate) ∫u∫u∫uÎI- ‘(owl is) calling’ and Mekens (Tuparí) popoba ‘owl’.
Due to their possible onomatopoetic origin, these forms cannot function as
evidence for a genetic relationship.

An example that should not be used to confirm reconstruction of  *w as a
possible semivowel is Arikapú tSaw vs. Djeoromitxí tSãw ‘stingray’. These
forms are conspicuously similar to Makuráp tSaw, Mekens tSarãw, Kanoê
tsãkãwnu $, and Kwaza tsakaru $ ‘stingray’. In fact, this item may be one of
a specific group of  lexical items that are found throughout the region.
Those items were discussed in van der Voort (2005:385–88) as possible in-
dicators of  a linguistic area. The following are also encountered in the
Jabutí languages:26

ari and dje tSitSi ‘maize’: aku atiti; kan atiti; kwa atSitSi; mak atiti; mek

atsitsi; tup atíti:; way atiti:
ari pãwru $ and dje mioro ‘woodpecker’: kwa mauru; way mãu $rõ
ari tSu and dje nu ‘marico bag’: aik dyi; kwa sui; mak EtSi

26 Most forms are from the fieldwork of  van der Voort, except for the Mekens forms, which
are from Galucio (2001), and some Kanoê forms, which are from Bacelar (2004).
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ari tSurim´$ and dje hEmi ‘potato’:27 aik tSidimu ‘pumpkin’, kwa surimjE $
‘potato’, and sal Jerimu $ ‘pumpkin’

ari war´war´ and dje wir´wir´ ‘star’: Aymara warawara (Willem Ade-
laar, personal communication); kan warIwarI; kwa waruwaru; mek

waruwaru; tup and mak waruwaru

Obviously, none of  these forms should be reconstructed to serve as evi-
dence for a genealogical relationship between Arikapú and Djeoromitxí.
Then again, even if  certain items originate from borrowing or onomatopoeia,
they may have been borrowed or created in Proto-Jabutí, before the split
between the two Jabutí languages. The value of  the reconstruction of  such
items lies in their confirmation of  already independently identified and at-
tested patterns of  correspondence.

2.4.3. Grammar. Since it follows from 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 that the gram-
mars of  the Jabutí languages are rather similar, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that their shared grammatical traits reflect aspects of  the grammar of
Proto-Jabutí. In the first place, the person-marking systems are similar. Both
languages employ similar person prefixes to express subject or object, accord-
ing to an ergative alignment pattern. In Proto-Jabutí the forms of  two mark-
ers may have merged, creating homophony between the first and third person.
This ambiguity was preserved in Arikapú, whereas in Djeoromitxí a zero-
form emerged representing the first person:

Person Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí

1 *i > i ~ W
2 *a > a ~ a
3 *i > i, W ~ i
1pl *hi > tSi ~ hi

Also, the nonspecific function of  the first-person plural presented in sections
2.3.1.3 and 2.3.2.3 above is a shared trait, although there is also room for a
universalist explanation.

Another shared trait is the use of  similar, reconstructible, postpositional
elements with similar semantic functions, as shown in 2.3.1.4 and 2.3.2.4.
Not all attested postpositions were attested in both languages, however, such
as Djeoromitxí agentive mE and dative ma, and Arikapú aversive rIj and sim-
ilative r´$:

27 The claim by van der Voort (2005:388) that the ari and dje forms would be cognate is not
substantiated by the comparative evidence put forward in this article.
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Function Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí

Ablative *kuni -kuni kuni
Beneficiary (*Eni —) -nE$ Eni
Comitative *pak´j -pak´j pak´
Dative *ri -ri ri
Instrumental *n´ -n´ ´
Locative *tSE -tSE tSE

Other grammatical elements were discussed in 2.3.1.5 and 2.3.2.5. Some
can be reconstructed for the proto-language:

Negative *tõ t´$ tõ
Intensifier *-wEhE -wEhE -wEhE
Augmentative *-tSitSi -tSitSi -tSitSi

However, a large number of  grammatical morphemes cannot be recon-
structed. This may involve morphemes that were attested in one of  the lan-
guages only, such as the Arikapú negative imperative -pI, or the Djeoromitxí
interrogative hi and past tSE. Furthermore, some morphemes are very differ-
ent from one language to the other, such as Arikapú future -wiro and Djeo-
romitxí future ma (a likely result of  the grammaticalization of  the dative
postposition), Arikapú diminutive -mr´j and Djeoromitxí diminutive -t´ or
titi, and Arikapú purposive -w´(j) and Djeoromitxí purposive dJE. Finally,
the languages may have influenced one another or may have been influenced
by neighboring languages. A case in point is the perfective and adjective
nominalizer, Arikapú hã (pronounced as [h´$] or [hã]) and the Djeoromitxí
adjective nominalizer h´, the reconstruction of  which is impeded by the
absence of  systematic vowel correspondence. In Arikapú, however, the mor-
pheme does not seem to be very productive, and its application in certain
cases resembles a calque on Djeoromitxí.28

Remember that the description of  Djeoromitxí is far from complete
and that Arikapú is a moribund language. It may be that future research
in the field will produce more complete and reliable data, but it is also
possible that the languages have lost certain categories over time or due
to obsolescence.

As shown in 2.3.1.5 and 2.3.2.5, the Jabutí languages do seem to employ
a limited set of  classifying elements. Some of  them can be reconstructed:

28 Moreover, its form is conspicuously similar to the nominalizer -h´$ of  Kwaza (isolate),
which may or may not be a coincidence.
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Meaning Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí

seed, kernel *-hã -hã -hõ 
round *-ka -ka -ka 
skin, bark *k´ k´ k´
shell *-kak´ -kak´ -kak´
hole *-ko -ko -kÁ
flesh *-ni -ni -ni
thorn *-ni -ni -ni
food, porridge *nu $ nu $ nõ
wormlike *-rE -rE -rE
egg -rE$ -dJE

Some classifiers resist reconstruction, such as Arikapú -mrE$, Djeoromitxí
-mã ‘porridge, dregs’; Arikapú -mr´, Djeoromitxí -tu ‘powder, flour’.

The classifiers also are found fossilized with nouns, as *-ko in *tSako
‘mouth’ and *-rE in Arikapú nukut´rE and Djeoromitxí nu $tE(rE) ‘tongue’. The
element -kak´ ‘shell of  a nut, seed or animal’ itself  seems to represent a com-
posite of  two classifiers. It is possible that the classifiers originally repre-
sented compounded nouns, as analyzed by Pires (1992) for Djeoromitxí.
They may have been derived from full nouns and represent an intermediate
stage in a grammaticalization process. When looking at the other languages
of  the region (see van der Voort 2005 and Crevels and van der Voort 2008),
several genealogically unrelated languages—such as Nambikwara languages,
Tacana languages, and the isolated languages of  Rondônia—display similar
systems. Some even have similar classifying forms, and it is conspicuous
that those forms resemble the Jabutí classifiers that resist reconstruction,
such as Kwaza (isolate) -mE$ ‘porridge’. Then again, the reconstructed Proto-
Jabutí forms *nu $ ‘food, porridge’ and *-ni ‘thorn’ are also widely attested in
the region, respectively as -nu $ ‘(fine granular matter such as powder, hair,
porridge)’ in various unrelated languages and as -ni ‘thorn, needle’ in Kwaza.
Especially with respect to Proto-Jabutí *-ni, likely cognates occur in several
Macro-Jê languages, such as Apinajé (Northern Jê) ˆi, Rikbaktsá (i-)ni. This
suggests that if  the Kwaza and Jabutí forms indeed have the same origin,
Jabutí was probably the source.

It is important to be aware of  grammatical traits that are similar to those
in other languages of  the region and that could represent areal features. Either
such traits may have been transferred to the Jabutí languages through diffu-
sion from other languages, or the similarity may have been an extra moti-
vation for original Proto-Jabutí traits to be preserved in the Jabutí languages.
Alternatively, as will be seen in the following section, some of  these gram-
matical elements are reconstructible for Proto-Jê. Thus, the similarity between
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such elements in the Jabutí languages and unrelated local languages can also
point to (Proto-)Jabutí as a source of  regional diffusion.29

3. The Macro-Jê stock. This section briefly discusses the composition
of  Macro-Jê, providing a succinct evaluation of  the evidence offered thus far
as support for the hypothesis of  genetic relationship among the several mem-
bers of  the stock (3.1) and a note on their geographic distribution and inter-
nal classification (3.2). In addition, we discuss the overall characteristics of
the languages included in the stock (3.3), thus setting a background against
which the comparison between the Jabutí family and well-established
Macro-Jê languages can take place (4). The discussion of  the main charac-
teristics of  Macro-Jê relies heavily on data from the Jê family, the principal
member of  the stock, and, for obvious historical reasons, one whose inclu-
sion in it was never questioned. This decision—of  comparing Jabutí mainly
with Jê, instead of  the whole stock—has a number of  methodological ad-
vantages, the main one being that reconstructions of  Proto-Jê, the ancestor
of  the Jê languages, are available (Davis 1966 and Ribeiro [forthcoming]),
providing us with a temporal depth30 that is hardly available elsewhere in
Macro-Jê (the remaining members of  the stock being mostly single-member
families; see table 9). Also, a preliminary comparison suggests that Jabutí is
not particularly closer genetically to any other families included in the stock,
including those that are geographically nearer, such as Boróro, Rikbaktsá,
and Chiquitano. Therefore, there is no need for, and probably little gain from,
including these languages in the present comparison. In addition, the geo-
graphic location of  the Jabutí and Jê families (see the map in figure 1) makes
it rather unlikely that any similarities detected are due to contact; in fact,
no clear cases of  shared vocabulary in areas which are more amenable to
borrowing (material culture, fauna, flora) have so far been detected. How-
ever, data from families for which reliable documentation is available and
whose phonological correspondences with Jê are better established, namely,
Karajá (Davis 1968 and Ribeiro 2004a), Ofayé (Gudschinsky 1971 and
Ribeiro 2005), Maxakalí (Davis 1968), and Krenák (Seki 2002), will be used
whenever suitable cognates are found.

29 According to the glottochronological method (as described in, e.g., Jeffers and Lehiste
1992), the time depth between Arikapú and Djeoromitxí could be estimated at about 18 centuries,
based on the percentage (58%) of  reconstructed shared vocabulary from the Swadesh 100-word
list (see Appendix A). We have not adopted this estimate as a fact, however, because the glotto-
chronological method has been proven to be unreliable.

30 Greg Urban estimates the age of  Proto-Jê as “three thousand years or more,” suggesting that
“[T]he Jê languages are more diversified internally than the ones of  the Romance family of  Indo-
European” (Urban 1998:90 [our translation]).
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3.1. The Macro-Jê stock as a genetic grouping: a brief  appraisal.

 

The Macro-Jê

 

 

 

stock comprises the Jê family and a number of  possibly re-
lated language families, most of  which are located in Brazil. The term
“Macro-Jê” was introduced by Mason (1950), replacing earlier labels such
as “Tapuya” and “Tapuya-Jê” (for a historical overview of  the Macro-Jê
stock, see Rodrigues 2002). Although there is agreement on the inclusion of
most of  the families (table 9), recent classifications (Rodrigues 1986, Green-
berg 1987, and Kaufman 1990) differ as to the precise scope of  Macro-Jê.
Given the lack of  comprehensive comparative studies, Macro-Jê remains
largely a “working hypothesis” (Rodrigues 1999), the present paper being a
good example of  its tentative nature. Two other examples will suffice: Guató
and Chiquitano. In the case of  Guató, whose inclusion is agreed upon by all
major classifications, the purported evidence is particularly scanty, and a

 

Fig

 

. 1.—Distribution of  the Macro-Jê language families.
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thorough search for cognates in the main source on the language (Palácio
1984) reinforces our belief  that this language should not be included in the
stock. On the other hand, although the inclusion of  Chiquitano has been far
from a consensus, recent studies (Adelaar 2008 and Santana 2006) have un-
covered interesting grammatical, phonological, and lexical similarities, far

For more on the Macro-Jê Hypothesis, see Ribeiro (2006).
Extinct languages are indicated by †.

TABLE 9
The Macro-Jê Hypothesis

1. Jê
Southern Jê

Kaingáng, Xokléng, †Ingaín
Amazonian Jê

Northern Jê: Panará, Suyá (including Tapayúna), Kayapó, Apinajé, Timbíra 
(Parkatêjê, Krahô, Pykobyê, etc.)

Central Jê: Xavánte, Xerénte, †Akroá-Mirim, †Xakriabá
†Jeikó

2. Kamakã
†Kamakã, †Mongoyó, †Menién, †Kotoxó, †Masakará

3. Maxakalí
Maxakalí, †Pataxó, †Kapoxó, †Monoxó, †Makoní, †Malalí

4. Krenák
Krenák (Botocudo, Borúm)

5. Purí (Coroado)
†Coroado, †Purí, †Koropó

6. Ofayé
Ofayé

7. Rikbaktsá
Rikbaktsá (Canoeiro)

8. Boróro
Boróro, †Umutína, †Otúke

9. Karajá
Karajá (including four dialects, Southern Karajá, Northern Karajá, Javaé, and Xambioá)

10. Karirí
†Kipeá, †Dzubukuá, †Pedra Branca, †Sabuyá (included by Rodrigues, but not 

Greenberg and Kaufman)
11. Jabutí

Djeoromitxí (Jabutí), Arikapú (included by Nimuendajú [2000] and Greenberg but not 
Rodrigues and Kaufman)

12. Yatê
Yatê

13. Guató
Guató

14. Chiquitano
Chiquitano (BesIro) (included by Greenberg and Kaufman but not Rodrigues)

15. Otí
†Otí (Eo-Xavánte) (the inclusion of  Otí, proposed only by Greenberg, is not 

substantiated by the available data)
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more compelling than those proposed as evidence for the inclusion of  Guató
(Rodrigues 1986; 1999).

The only family-level reconstructions available are Davis (1966) and
Ribeiro (forthcoming), for Proto-Jê.31 So far, lexical comparative evidence
supporting the inclusion of  individual families in the Macro-Jê stock has
been presented for Kamakã (Loukotka 1932), Maxakalí (Loukotka 1931;
1939 and Davis 1968), Purí (Loukotka 1937), Boróro (Guérios 1939),
Krenák (Loukotka 1955 and Seki 2002), Karajá (Davis 1968), Ofayé (Gud-
schinsky 1971 and Ribeiro 2005), and Rikbaktsá (Boswood 1973). In addi-
tion, some studies have shown very suggestive cases of  morphological
idiosyncrasies shared by Jê, Boróro, Maxakalí, Karirí, Karajá, and Ofayé
(Rodrigues 2001 and Ribeiro 2002a; 2004a; 2007). In sum, evidence for the
inclusion of  different families in the Macro-Jê stock is rather uneven, rang-
ing from the fairly proven (Maxakalí, Krenák, and other, extinct Eastern
Macro-Jê languages, Ofayé, Karajá, etc.) to the virtually untested (Guató
and, to a lesser degree, Yatê). Even in those cases for which inclusion in the
Macro-Jê stock is beyond question, much more comparative research is
needed so that additional cognates can be identified and more accurate cor-
respondences can be established.32 The map in figure 1 shows the distribu-
tion of  all possible members of  the Macro-Jê linguistic stock. The numbers
correspond to the language families listed in table 9.

3.2. Geographic distribution and internal classification. With the
exception of  Chiquitano (which is spoken mostly in Bolivia, with a small
number of  speakers in Mato Grosso, Brazil), all Macro-Jê languages are spo-
ken in Brazilian territory, although in the past Otúke (Boróro) and Ingaín
(Southern Jê), both now extinct, were spoken in Bolivia and Argentina,
respectively. Although Rikbaktsá and some Jê languages (Kayapó, Suyá,
Panará) are spoken on the southern fringes of  the Amazon, the overall dis-
tribution of  Macro-Jê languages is typically non-Amazonian. Yatê, Krenák,
and Maxakalí languages are spoken in eastern Brazil, the same having been
the case for Purí, Kamakã, and Karirí (all now extinct). Since several pur-

31 For recent attempts at reconstructing Proto-Purí and Proto-Kamakã, see Silva Neto (2007)
and Martins (2007), respectively.

32 Thus, the ongoing study of  Ofayé by one of  the authors (Ribeiro) makes possible an as-
sessment of  the previous work done by Gudschinsky (1971; 1974)—until recently, the main
source available on this severely endangered Macro-Jê language. As it turns out, Gudschinsky’s
comparative work presents serious methodological problems, including arbitrary word segmen-
tations and the failure to recognize borrowings (Ribeiro 2005). Also, for Rikbaktsá, Boswood’s
estimate of  38% cognacy seems to be too optimistic, since many of  her purported correspon-
dences are very poorly attested (Boswood 1973). If  that is the situation for families for which
comparative studies were conducted, one can assume that the situation is far less satisfactory for
the remaining ones.
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ported Macro-Jê languages were spoken in eastern Brazil, a number of  them
became extinct early on, under the impact of  European colonization, Yatê
being the only surviving indigenous language in the Brazilian northeast (not
including Maranhão). Central and Northern Jê tribes (here included under a
single branch of  the Jê family, Amazonian Jê), as well as the Boróro and the
Ofayé, traditionally occupy the savanna areas of  Central Brazil. The south-
ernmost Macro-Jê languages are those belonging to the southern branch of
the Jê family, spreading from São Paulo to Rio Grande do Sul. Karajá is
spoken along the Araguaia River, in Central Brazil. The traditional Guató
territory is the Paraguay River, near the Bolivian border.

On geographic grounds, Rodrigues (1999) divides his Macro-Jê families
into three groups: Eastern (Purí, Krenák, Maxakalí, Kamakã, Karirí, and
Yatê), Central (Karajá and Jê), and Western (Boróro, Guató, Ofayé, and Rik-
baktsá). However, he does not attempt to provide internal classifications on
genetic grounds. A first attempt at internal genetic classification was recently
made by Ribeiro (2007), who suggests that four out of  Rodrigues’s six east-
ern families (Maxakalí, Krenák, Kamakã, and Purí) may form a subgroup in-
side the stock. If  that claim is confirmed by further research, this will have
important implications for theories about the original homeland of  Proto-
Macro-Jê, and for claims such as the one made in this paper (see 5).

3.2.1. A note on Proto-Jê. The existence of  Jê as a language family has
been recognized since early classifications of  Brazilian languages (von
Martius 1867), although the inclusion of  Kaingáng (and closely related
Southern Jê languages) was traditionally controversial. For instance,
Loukotka (1932) initially included Kaingáng in the Jê family but later on
changed his mind (Loukotka 1939). On the other hand, Nimuendajú, in his
late years, was convinced that Kaingáng was indeed part of  the family
(Nimuendajú and Guérios 1948). This issue remained unsettled until Davis
demonstrated, on comparative grounds, that Kaingáng should be included in
the family, although admitting it to be “a rather divergent member of  the
family” (Davis 1966:11). As the contentious history of  the inclusion of
Kaingáng suggests, both Northern and Central Jê languages are much closer
to each other than to Southern Jê languages, forming a particular branch
(here termed “Amazonian Jê”) inside the family. This has obvious impli-
cations for Macro-Jê studies, since a form attested only for a branch of  the
family may very well be an innovation. Davis did not take into account this
potential problem; about one-third of  his reconstructions were attested only
for Amazonian Jê. Furthermore, Davis’s comparative work presents a num-
ber of  additional problems, including false cognates, lack of  morphological
information, and incorrect reconstructions.

A case in point is the absence, in Davis’s reconstruction, of  word-initial
*w. Although Northern Jê languages are conservative in several aspects (for
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instance, the preservation of  essentially the entire vowel inventory of  Proto-
Jê), the fact that many of  Davis’s Proto-Jê forms are identical with Apinajé
words may mean that Davis relied too much on data from this language (at
that time one of  the best-described Jê languages). This had a number of  un-
desirable consequences for his reconstruction, since Apinajé presents signif-
icant innovations in the consonantal system. For instance, Davis reconstructs
the roots meaning ‘to kill’ and ‘wood’ as homophonous. However, as the
examples in table 10 show, they are only homophonous in Apinajé, since
Apinajé merged PJê *w and *p.

Given these and other shortcomings of  Davis’s reconstruction, the Proto-
Jê (and Proto-Amazonian Jê) forms adopted in this paper are exclusively
those reconstructed by Ribeiro (forthcoming); additional comparative remarks
on Proto-Jê and its relationship to other families are from the same source.

3.3. Main characteristics of  Macro-Jê. Macro-Jê languages are typo-
logically very similar, a fact which, in and of  itself, cannot be taken as a sign
of  genetic relationship. The majority of  Macro-Jê languages are verb-final,
with postpositions instead of  prepositions and possessor-possessed order in
genitive constructions—exceptions being Guató (which, as suggested above,
should probably be excluded from the stock), Chiquitano, and Karirí. For the
latter two, however, internal evidence seems to point to an older SOV pat-
tern, revealed by the behavior of  adpositions and compounds (Rodrigues
1999 and Ribeiro 2007, for Kariri; Adelaar 2008, for Chiquitano).

Most Macro-Jê languages have a relatively simple morphology. In most
languages, including those of  the Karirí, Krenák, Jê, Ofayé, and Maxakalí
families, productive inflectional morphology is limited to person marking,
the same paradigms being generally shared by nouns, verbs, and adpositions
alike. Table 11 illustrates the series of  singular personal prefixes in Jê lan-
guages, all of  which can be reconstructed for Proto-Jê, many with likely cog-
nates in other Macro-Jê families, such as Maxakalí and Karajá.

The personal prefix series includes a linking morpheme (traditionally called
“relational prefix” [Rodrigues 2001]), which occurs with most vowel-initial
stems whenever they are immediately preceded by an absolutive argument

See Davis (1966) and Ribeiro (forthcoming).

TABLE 10
Reconstruction of Proto-Jê *w in Word-Initial Position

Davis Apinajé Suyá Kayapó Xerénte Kaingáng Ribeiro

‘wood, firewood’ *pi pi hwi pi mmi pi *pi

‘to kill’ *pi pi pi bi wi
*wi

(PAJê only)
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(possessors, with nouns; objects, with transitive verbs and postpositions; and,
in some languages, subjects, with intransitive verbs). As the Suyá (44) and
Karajá (45) examples below illustrate, most vowel-initial roots present at least
two stem-forms, one with the linking prefix (cognate with Proto-Jê *j-) and
the other with a third-person marker (cognate with Proto-Jê *s-):

(44a) kUtIrEye y-aykwa
boy lp-mouth

‘the boy’s mouth’

(44b) s-aykwa
3-mouth

‘his mouth’

(45a) dOrE d-e
parrot lp-wing

‘the parrot’s wing’

(45b) Î-e
3-wing

‘its wing’

Notice that two third-person markers are reconstructed for Proto-Jê: *i-
occurs with consonant-initial stems, whereas *s- occurs with vowel-initial
stems (in complementary distribution with the linking prefix *j-). For the
sake of  clarity, j- stems (that is, stems which present *s-/*j- alternating
forms) are given here preceded by the linking prefix. Considering that the
equivalents of  *j- in other families (as well as in Kaingáng, a Southern Jê
language) may be reanalized as a part of  the stem,33 it seems appropriate to

33 In a few cases, it is the third-person marker *s- which becomes fossilized as part of  the root.

TABLE 11
Personal Prefixes in Jê

Northern Jê Central Jê Southern Jê

Proto-Jê Apinajé Parkatêjê Xavante Xerente Kaingáng

1 *ij- iˆ- i- i:- i- iˆ-
2 *a- a- a- a- a- a-
3 *i- i- W- i- i-
3 *s- W- h- s- s- *W-
rel *j- j-, tS, ˆ j-, tS- z-, ˆ- z-, n- *j-
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use stems (linking prefix + root), rather than bare roots, as the basis for the
comparison.

In addition to personal prefixes (including linking morphemes), Jê lan-
guages also present a number of  semi-fossilized prefixed elements (which,
as the personal prefixes, occur with both noun and verb stems), whose se-
mantic and grammatical properties tend to be rather vague. As Oliveira
describes them, for Apinajé, such elements are “fossilized morphological
debris that simply subcategorize words into morphological or semantic
classes at the synchronic level” and “tend to be semantically empty or of  elu-
sive meaning” (2005:82). Most of  these morphemes (a sample of  which
includes Apinajé c-u-, j-a-, ku-, and ka-) can be reconstructed for Proto-Jê.
The examples in (46), from Apinajé, illustrate the classificatory value of
some of  these morphemes:

(46a) ku?o$ ‘wash hard objects’
(46b) ka?o$ ‘wash soft objects’

Although they tend to be relatively fossilized, they were probably still pro-
ductive in the proto-language, since cognate stems may take different prefixes
in different languages (or may not take any prefix at all). Compare the fol-
lowing examples from Apinajé (Northern Jê) and Kaingáng (Southern Jê):

(47a) PJê *mI ‘tail’ > Apinajé j-amI vs. Kaingáng mI
(47b) PJê *prI ‘path’ > Apinajé prI vs. Kaingáng ja $prI
(48a) PJê *we $ ‘to speak’ > Apinajé kape $, Kaingáng wi
(48b) PJê *te $m ‘to come’ > Apinajé te $m, Kaingáng ka $tiN

Tense and aspect distinctions are generally conveyed by particles and
auxiliaries, rather than inflectionally. Noun incorporation is rare, having
been reported for Karajá and a few Northern Jê languages such as Panará and
Parkatêjê. There are, however, a few fossilized noun–verb compounds,
which may have resulted diachronically from noun incorporation (e.g.,
Apinajé j-arkje ‘to yawn’ < PJê *j-ar- ‘mouth’ + *kje ‘open’; Kaingáng nipe
‘to wash hands < PJê *j-i- ‘hand’ + pe ‘to wash’; cf. Maxakalí yim ‘hand’;
Ofayé j-i ‘hand’; Karajá d-E- ‘arm’).

A few languages present more complex morphologies, but in those cases
for which comparative evidence is available, morphological complexity can
be shown to be an innovation. Panará is a case in point, providing an inter-
esting example of  “polysynthesis in the making” (when compared to closely
related Northern Jê languages), with productive noun incorporation, applica-
tives (originated from incorporated postpositions), and classifiers (Dourado
2001; 2002). Karajá also presents a fairly complex verb morphology, but,
once again, the “core” morphology, comprising derivational suffixes and
pronominal prefixes immediately attached to the stem, is what has clear cog-
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nates in Macro-Jê (as would be expected; the closer to the stem, the more
likely it is for an affix to be older [see Givon 2000]).34

While inflectional morphology is predominantly prefixing, derivational
morphology is generally suffixing. As with inflectional prefixes (table 11),
most derivational suffixes in Jê are retentions from Proto-Jê (or, at least,
from Proto-Amazonian Jê). These include a causativizer (PJê *-n), diminu-
tive (PAJê *-rE), augmentative (PAJê *-ti), an agent-noun suffix (PAJê
*-jua), an instrument-noun suffix (PJê *-j‰), and an abstract nominalizer
(PAJê *-r). The latter three have likely cognates in at least another Macro-
Jê language, Karajá (-dÜ ‘subject-noun suffix’, -da ‘instrument-noun suffix’,
-r- ‘nominalizer’ [see Ribeiro 2008]).

When compared to languages of  other lowland South American families
(such as Carib and Tupí), Jê languages typically present larger vowel inven-
tories. As table 12 illustrates, Proto-Jê had a system of  ten oral vowels and
at least four nasal ones. Karajá has an even larger vowel inventory (with
twelve oral vowels and three nasal ones), but most Macro-Jê languages dis-
play smaller inventories; Maxakalí, for instance, has only five oral vowels,
all with nasal equivalents (Popovich and Popovich 2005). As comparative

34 The examples below illustrate the categories for which the Karajá verb inflects: person, di-
rection, voice, and object (tense is expressed by a clitic). Notice that the prefix Î- ‘third person’
(i) is a cognate of  Proto-Jê *s- and, as in Jê, occurs with noun stems as well. The verb stem, l-
´di, is cognate with Proto-Jê *j-i ‘to lay’ and presents in both families an alternation involving
the relational prefix: Karajá l-´di (ii) vs. Î-´di (i); PJê *j-i vs. *s-i. Example (iii) illustrates an-
other Karajá verb stem with a Jê cognate (ri ‘to leave behind’, PJê *rE), taking the second-person
object prefix a- (again, a cognate with Proto-Jê *a-).

(i) ka-r-i-Î-´di=kre
1-ctrg-trans-3-lay=fut

‘I will lay it down’.

(ii) W-r-i-wa-l-´di=kre
1-ctrg-trans-1-rel-lay=fut

‘She will lay me down’.

(iii) ka-r-W-a-ri=kre
1-ctfg-trans-2-leave=fut

‘I will leave you’.

TABLE 12
Proto-Jê Vowel Inventory

Oral Nasal

i I u i (i —) (u)
e ´ o e › õ
E ‰ O

a ã
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evidence becomes available, it seems clear that Jê is indeed more conserva-
tive, whereas languages such as Maxakalí underwent considerable merging,
leading to smaller vowel inventories.

Northern Jê languages inherited the Proto-Jê vocalic system practically un-
changed (as illustrated by Suyá [Santos 1997]), whereas Central and Southern
Jê languages underwent pervasive processes of  vowel shift—although the end
results, in terms of  inventory, are vocalic systems which are only minor de-
viations from Proto-Jê (major phonological contrasts, such as the distinction
between open and close-mid vowels, having been preserved). Table 13
illustrates the process of  vowel shift involving front vowels in Central Jê,
with systematic raising of  *E to /e/ and of  *e to /i/; the gap that would have
resulted from the raising of  *E is filled by the fronting of  *‰.

Another common phenomenon in Jê languages (as well as in Ofayé) is the
insertion of  “echo vowels” at the end of  words ending in a consonant (most
commonly, approximants): OFY Far ‘foot’ [‘Fwara?], etc. Such extrapro-
sodic vowels are generally unstressed, but in (Proto-)Central Jê they seem to
have been reanalyzed as part of  the stem. In Xerente, where there is a strong
tendency toward vowel deletion (both diachronically and synchronically),
the original vowel (probably, after losing stress) is deleted: *[·para] ‘foot’ >
*[pa·ra] > [pra]. Comparatively, this process is important because it provides
an explanation for apparent (and illusory) cases of  metathesis: PJê *par >
XER pra. The fact that such correspondences are found inside the Jê family
makes a comparison such as PJê *par :: PJab *praj more plausible. A similar
process was probably at play in Karajá, which would explain why a corre-
spondence involving a (C)CVC word in Proto-Jê has the vowel showing up
in a different syllable in Karajá:

(49a) PJê *j-am, KRJ l-´ba ‘to stand’
(49b) PJê *prãm, KRJ r´ba ‘hunger’
(49c) API mEˆ, KRJ b´di ‘honey’
(49d) API mur, KRJ brÜ ‘to cry’

Syllabic patterns are rather simple, obstruent clusters being limited to
C1C2V (where C1 is a plosive and C2 is *r): PJê *prI ‘path’, *kra ‘offspring’,
*pra $m ‘hunger’, etc. Proto-Jê, as well as the present Jê languages, allows

TABLE 13
Vowel Raising in Central Jê: Front Vowels

Proto-Jê Northern Jê Central Jê Southern Jê

‘to plant’ *krE kra krE xer kre kai krE
‘nest’ *j-ase api j-ae xer z-asi kai jaNFe
‘to lay’ *j-i ~ s-i api tS-i xer hi kai Fi
‘instrumental’ *-j‰ api -tS‰ xer -zE kai -ja
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syllables to end in a consonant, including stops. In Kaingáng, Proto-Jê final
stops underwent systematic lenition (PJê *pek ‘fart’ > KAI pej; PJê *t´t
‘hard’ > KAI tar, etc.). Stress is generally predictable, falling on the last
syllable, with the apparent exception of  Rikbaktsá (Silva 2005). Phonolog-
ically contrastive tone oppositions occur in Yatê and Guató (Palácio 1984).
Processes such as nasal spreading and vowel harmony are generally absent.
An exception is Karajá, which presents [ATR] (“advanced tongue root”)
vowel harmony, a rare phenomenon among South American languages
(Ribeiro 2002b).

As table 14 shows, there was no contrast between voiced oral and nasal
plosives in Proto-Jê (a situation that is preserved in most Jê languages). This
also occurs in several other Macro-Jê families, including Karajá, Maxakalí,
Krenák, and Ofayé. When one considers the reflexes in all the branches of
the family (as well as correspondences with other families), it is likely that
the nasal consonants were pronounced as fully nasal around nasal vowels
and as semi-nasalized voiced stops elsewhere.35

Although a few aspects of  the Proto-Jê phonological inventory remain to
be worked out,36 phonological correspondences between the different mem-
bers of  the family are mostly well established. That is obviously important
for comparative purposes, since it enables us to detect likely cognates even

35 The symbol *s in table 14 is used to represent a phoneme whose regular reflexes are /s/ in
Panará, /s/ in Suyá, /h/ in Timbira, /s/ in Central Jê (/h/, before PJê *i; /z/ before PJê *I), zero
(or a glottal stop) in Apinajé and Kayapó, /F/ in Kaingáng, and /D/ in Xokléng. Davis (1966)
reconstructs it as *z, but when one considers the reflexes listed above, *s seems to be a better
approximation to its likely pronunciation.

36 These are indicated by the parentheses in the inventory tables. Most Jê languages present
glottal consonants (a stop, a fricative, or both), but comparative evidence for their reconstruction
is still inconclusive (except for Timbira /h/ and Apinajé /?/, which tend to be regular reflexes of
Proto-Jê *s, and instances of  Central-Jê /h/, which trace back to *k, before Proto-Jê high vowels).
Possible cognates found so far are still questionable. For instance, the existence of  Kaingáng h´
‘body’ and Central Jê h´ ‘body’ would in principle allow the reconstruction of  a form with a glot-
tal fricative in Proto-Jê (*h´ ‘body’), but the vowel correspondence would be irregular (Kaingáng
/´/ corresponds regularly to Central Jê /E/); in addition, the Central Jê form could be related to
h´ ‘skin’ (< PAJê *kI ‘skin’). Therefore, the similarity between Kaingáng and Central Jê in this
case could be accidental. The reconstruction of  a glottal stop seems at first to be corroborated
by the existence of  Kaingáng pa $?i ‘chief ’ (Xokléng pa?i) and Apinajé pa?i ‘chief ’ (cognates of

TABLE 14
Proto-Jê Consonant Inventory

p t k (?)
m n N

s
w r j
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in cases for which a word cannot (so far) be reconstructed for one (or both)
of  the proto-languages (see 4.1).37

4. The evidence for the Jabutí—Macro-Jê hypothesis. As mentioned
in the introductory sections, the Jabutí languages used to be regarded by
some as being related to the Jê languages. Nimuendajú includes them in the
Jê linguistic family on his ethno-historical map (IBGE 1981 [1944]) on the
basis of  lexical data provided by Snethlage, and Greenberg (1987) classifies
them as belonging to the Macro-Jê stock. This classification is usually ac-
cepted by typological linguists, but not by the majority of  Americanists. In
most other authoritative works on South American languages, such as Rod-
rigues (1986), Campbell (1997), Dixon and Aikhenvald (1999), Loukotka
(1968), and Kaufman (1990), the Jabutí languages are assumed to constitute
an isolated family. Now that abundant data of  high quality have finally been
obtained, it is time to revise the classification of  Jabutí languages and to
evaluate the possible consequences this may have for current ideas about the
prehistoric expanse of  the speakers of Macro-Jê languages.38 In the follow-

37 This is a methodological point that needs to be stressed, especially inside the field of  Macro-
Jê comparative studies, where claims of  genetic relationship are often based on superficial simi-
larities. A case in point is Rodrigues’s purported evidence for a genetic relationship between
(Macro-)Jê and Tupí, a major part of  which involves an apparent correspondence between Proto-
Tupí-Guarani *p and Kaingáng /F/ (e.g., Proto-Tupí *pen ‘to weave’, KAI FEn ‘to spin’, etc. [Ro-
drigues 1985:395–96; 2000:102]). However, a comparative look at other (Macro-)Jê languages
shows that Kaingáng /F/ traces back to Proto-Jê *s: PJê *se ‘thread’ > Panará se, Parkatêjê he,
Xokléng De, etc. Kaingáng FEn is actually a derived form, including the noun root Fe ‘thread’
and the causativizing suffix -n (< PJê *-n; vowel lowering is regularly triggered by the suffixation
of  -n). Cases such as these make one suspect that many of  the purported Kaingáng/Tupí cognates
proposed by Rodrigues are accidental, superficial similarities (for further details, see Ribeiro
[forthcoming]).

38 The reconstructed Proto-Jê items in this article are from Ribeiro (forthcoming). Maxakalí
data are from Pereira (1992) and from Popovich and Popovich (2005). Additional sources are
Seki (2002), for Krenák; Tremaine (2007), for Rikbaktsá; Oliveira (2005), for Apinajé; Ferreira
(2003), for Parkatêjê; Dourado (2001), for Panará; McLeod and Mitchell (1977), for Xavánte;
Krieger and Krieger (1994), for Xerénte; Reis Silva (2001), for Kayapó; and Wiesemann (1978;
2002), for Xokléng and Kaingáng. Original transcriptions of  the data are maintained.

which occur in other Northern Jê languages as well), leading to the reconstruction of  *pa?i for
Proto-Jê. There is a possibility, however, that this may be a loanword from Tupí-Guarani lan-
guages, possibly introduced independently in Southern Jê and Northern Jê (cf. Guarani pa?i
‘priest; head of  an extended family’, etc.). As for the vowels, the existence of  the nasals *u $ and
*i—, reconstructed by Davis (1966), is also questionable (perhaps even synchronically, in the
Northern Jê languages for which they are described as being phonemic). The only item that
Davis reconstructs as containing the vowel *i — is ‘to sit’, reconstructed by Davis as *ˆi —. How-
ever, in both Central and Southern Jê, the vowel in this stem is the same as obvious reflexes of
Proto-Jê *a $. Since in Northern Jê languages, [I—] has an extremely limited distribution (occur-
ring generally around glides), it is likely that this pronunciation emerged as the result of  height
assimilation. Whether this analysis is synchronically valid as well is a subject for further re-
search. Similar arguments can be used against the reconstruction of  *u $.
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ing sections, we present lexical and grammatical evidence for the genetic
relationship between the Jê and Jabutí families (corroborated, whenever pos-
sible, by data from other Macro-Jê families).

4.1. Lexical evidence. In this section, we present lexical comparative
evidence for the genetic relationship between the Jabutí and Jê families,
based on recent reconstructions of  both Proto-Jabutí, by van der Voort
(2007), and Proto-Jê, by Ribeiro (forthcoming). Note that both reconstruc-
tions took place independently from one another: van der Voort recon-
structed Proto-Jabutí without any prior knowledge of  (Macro-)Jê linguistics,
while Ribeiro had over the years produced comparative studies of  Macro-Jê
languages without ever having looked at Jabutí. Only after the basic facts of
both proto-languages were established were the results compared.

The likely cognates are distributed into three different tables, according to
their degree of  attestation. Table 15 includes only elements which can be
reconstructed for both proto-languages. Table 16 includes items that can be
reconstructed for only one of  the proto-languages, as they are attested only
in individual languages in the other family. Finally, table 17 includes items
that were attested only in individual members of  both families. As much as
possible, likely cognates which would require arbitrary “morphological”
segmentations were avoided.39 In all three tables, the first column includes
information on whether an item is part of  Swadesh’s 100-word list; the num-
bers refer to the original numbers in Swadesh’s list (see Appendix A).

Most correspondences are rather straightforward. As the descriptive sum-
maries given above show, Jabutí and Jê (as Macro-Jê languages in general)
are isolating, presenting very little productive morphology. The comparative
study suggests that this is an inherited feature of  these languages and not a
result of  independent phonological or morphological erosion. Most recon-
structed stems, in both proto-languages, are monosyllabic or (though rarely)
disyllabic; the few exceptions are old compounds (e.g., PJê *j-akua
‘mouth’,40 PJab *tSako) or possible loans.41

39 The few exceptions—three, to be exact—are cognates 18, 35, and 46. For the possible
existence of  a morphological entity *tSu- in Jabutí (cf. cognate 35), see dje runa $ vs. ari no $ ‘to
sit’. Further research on the Jabutí languages may help corroborate this hypothesis.

40 For Proto-Jê, Ribeiro (forthcoming) reconstructs two items with the meaning ‘mouth’: *j-ar-,
an element that occurs in compounds (cf. prk j-ar-ko ‘saliva’ < *j-ar + *No ‘water’), and a free-
standing word *j-arkua (probably an original compound including *j-ar- and a so far unidentified
morpheme). Two similar forms may also be reconstructed for Proto-Jabutí: a freestanding word,
*tSako (which probably includes the morpheme *ko ‘hole’) and a compound element *tSa (cf. ari

tSatI ‘labret; lit., mouth-ornament’ vs. tSapatI ‘upper-arm bracelet; lit., arm-ornament’).
41 An example is the word for ‘anteater’, reconstructed for Proto-Jabutí as *patSuri, a form

that is strikingly similar to Karajá wariri ‘anteater’ (also a possible cognate is the Amazo-
nian Jê form, e.g., Apinajé p´t). Although the phonological correspondences seem to be regu-
lar, similar forms occur in Karib and Tupí languages as well. Therefore, even though this may
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Despite its cursory nature, the sample of  likely cognates provided in tables
15–17 shows many regular correspondences:

PJê *p :: PJab *p (5, 18)
PJê *t :: PJab *t (7, 17)

TABLE 15
Jê/Jabutí Cognates I: In Both Proto-Languages

(Swadesh) Proto-Jê Proto-Jabutí

Other
Families

1 (1) *ij- ‘1st person’ *i- mxk i —k-, etc.
2 (2) *a- ‘2nd person’ *a- mxk ã-, ofy E-, 

krj a-, etc.
3 *i- ‘3rd person’ *i- mxk i —-, krj i-, etc.
4 *kra ‘offspring’ *kra(j) krj ra ‘nephew’
5 (46) *par ‘foot’ *pra(j) mxk pata, ofy 

Far, krj wa
6 (42) *j-arkua ‘mouth’ *tSako ofy S-Er

*j-ar- *tSa-
7 (60) *j-õt ‘to sleep’ *nutõ mxk yõn, ofy j-õr
8 (29) *j-i ‘meat, flesh’ *ni mxk yin, knk ˆik, 

krj dE
9 (17a) *j-um ‘father’ *tSu ofy S´w, krj Î´bI

10 (43) *j-ua ‘tooth’ *tSo mxk xox, knk 
Jun, ofy SE, krj 
dJ-u

11 *j-u(r) ‘pus’ *tSu
12 (58, 59) *ma ‘to hear; know’ *m´ mxk pak, ofy Faj
13 (53) *ma ‘liver’ *m´ ofy Fa, krj ba
14 (23, 34) *ko ‘tree, wood; horn’ *ku mxk kIp, krj kO
15 (27, 28) *kI ‘skin, bark’ *k´ mxk xax, knk kat
16 (55a, 56) *ku ‘to eat, to bite’ *ku
17 (8a) *tõ ‘ngtvzr’ *tõ knk nuN
18 *pa ‘’arm’ *tSapa ofy FE, rik -pa
19 *so ‘to suck’ *u mxk knk JOp, krj 

ÎO
20 (31) *si ‘bone’ *i knk JEk, ofy hi, 

krj Îi

21 (68) *j-ã ‘to sit’ (*nã) mxk yi —m, krj d ›́
22 (24) *sI ‘seed’ *hã mxk xap, knk 

Jam, ofy Sa, 
krj ÎI, rik zik 
‘pit’

23 *j-i ‘to lay, to put in 
lying position’

*dJi ‘to keep, 
have, put, 
place, hide’

krj l-´di ‘to lay’

eventually turn out to be a legitimate cognate, it cannot, at this stage of  the research, be used
as a piece of  evidence for genetic relationship.
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TABLE 16
Jê/Jabutí Cognates II: In Actual Languages and Proto-Languages

(Swadesh) Jê Jabutí Other Families

24 (26) *j-are dje rari ‘root’ mxk -xatit, krj *l-adJi
25 (8) api mã *mãj ‘no’

xav mã
26 *mã dje mã ‘dative’ krj b´›
27 (36) *j-ar dje rari ‘wing’ rik sara
28 api mop *mu ‘yam’
29 api mEˆ dje mE ‘honey’ krj b´di

30 api ˆ-õ *nu ‘food’ krj dO
31 kai -pe *pi ‘wash, to’ mxk pix, rik pik
32 (33) *NrE ari rE › ‘egg’ krj qi

33 *NrE ari rE › ‘to dance’ ‘to sing; to dance’ mxk kItex ‘to sing’, 
knk Nri ‘to sing’, 
ofy gri ‘to sing’, 
krj qi ‘to dance’

34 api tS-wa *tSo ‘to bathe’
35 suy pi *tSuwi ‘go up’
36 (44) *j-õtO dje nutE ‘tongue’ ofy j-õra, krj d-

Or´(ÎO)
37 (16a) prk tSe *dJi ‘mother’ rik je
38 (83) *mrO ari mr´ ‘ashes, dust’ mxk putok ‘ashes’, 

knk prON ‘ashes’
39 *wI dje wa ‘to catch’ mxk pa ‘to catch’, krj 

wI ‘to carry’
40 api ˆ-õ *u ‘to give’ mxk hõm, knk um ~ 

?um, krj õ
41 api m´r ~ mur *mo ‘to cry’ krj bÜ ~ brÜ
42 api ton *tõw ‘armadillo’
43 xav ˆ-õrõ *nurõ ‘cord, rope’

PJê *k :: PJab *k (4, 6, 14, 15, 16)
PJê *m :: PJab *m (12, 13)
PJê *j :: PJab *tS (before oral vowels: 6, 9, 10, 11)
PJê *j :: PJab *tS (before front high oral vowel: 23)
PJê *j :: PJab *n (before nasal vowels: 7, 8, 21)
PJê *r :: PJab *r (4, 5, 6)
PJê *s :: PJab *W (before PJab high vowels: 19, 20)
PJê *s :: PJab *h (elsewhere)

Having worked out the major correspondences between Proto-Jê and
Proto-Jabutí, we can now take into account the cognates in tables 1642 and

42 The Karajá form in item 24 occurs in a likely compound, l-adJikura ‘cassava’ (cf. kura
‘white’).
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17,43 those for which reconstruction was not possible for one or both proto-
languages.44

Besides corroborating and refining the correspondences detected in table
15, the additional data reveal new correspondences (for instance, PJê *w ::
PJab *w). Tables 18 and 19 summarize such correspondences.

As described in the introductory sections, Jê languages present conso-
nant-final syllables, whereas Jabutí languages do not (except for the glide
*j). As the comparative data above demonstrate, coda consonants seem to
have been lost in Jabutí, with very few exceptions (cognates 7 and 27). Some
correspondences are either poorly attested or remain unaccounted for. For
instance, examples showing the Proto-Jabutí equivalent of  Proto-Jê *n are
conspicuously absent in the compared corpora. Correspondences involving
Proto-Jê *s are also poorly attested; however, if  it turns out that the word-
initial consonant alternations found in Djeoromitxí are historically related to
similar processes in Jê and other families, then the initial consonant in the
morphologically free forms (dje hapa ‘arm’, hakÁ ‘mouth’, etc.) would be an

43 The Djeoromitxí form in item 51 was documented by Pires (1992) and does not occur in
van der Voort’s database.

44 Northern Jê languages are very closely related and lexically conservative. Therefore, all the
examples from Apinajé, Parkatêjê, and Suyá provided here are common to the entire Northern
Jê branch. Apinajé generally represents well the languages of  the branch, but not always. In the
case of  cognate 35, for instance, Apinajé has a form identical to Suyá: pi. However, when one
considers that Apinajé /p/ traces back to both PJê *p and *w, comparing PJab *tSuwi to the
Apinajé form would be less reliable. Suyá /p/, however, clearly traces back to PJê *w; thus, the
Suyá form corroborates the identification of  a correspondence between PJê *w and PJab *w.

TABLE 17
Jê/Jabutí Cognates III: In Actual Languages Only

(Swadesh) Jê Jabutí Other Families

44 api mEˆ dje mE ‘honey’ krj b´di

45 (77) *kEn *kra ‘stone’ knk krak
46 api krat ari nikra ‘hips’
47 kai jãra ari tSarIj ‘saliva’

api Nar‰
48 (39) *nipI ‘ear’ mxk yipkox (cf. kox 

‘whole’), rik spi
49 *ko ‘hole’ mxk kox
50 ari mo ‘arrow’ mxk pox
51 xav sõ ‘to wash’ dje hõ ‘to wet’ ‘to bathe, to wash, 

to wet’
knk hum ‘to bathe’

52 prk ta ari ta- ‘3rd person’ bor tI, rik ta
53 ari tSaro ‘leaf ’ rik saro
54 dje u ‘tail’ krj ÎÜ ‘(a bird’s) tail’
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obvious cognate of  the Proto-Jê third-person prefix *s- (cf. Suyá s-ajkwa ‘his
mouth’, s-wa ‘his tooth’, etc.).

Both Proto-Jê and Proto-Jabutí have remarkably similar consonantal in-
ventories. The lack of  contrast between voiced stops and their nasal coun-
terparts (common in many—if  not most—Macro-Jê languages, such as those
of  the Jê, Maxakalí, and Karajá families) is also preserved in Jabutí. One of
the few differences is the absence, in Proto-Jabutí, of  a nasal velar *N, a pho-
neme that tends to be fairly less stable cross-linguistically.

TABLE 18
Phonological Correspondences between Jê and Jabutí: Consonants

Jê Jabutí Cognates

*p *p 5, 18, 31
*t *t 7, 17, 36, 42, 52
*k *k 4, 6, 14, 15, 16, 46
*m *m 12, 13, 25, 26, 28, 29, 38, 44
*n *n
*N *W 32, 22
*r *r 4, 5, 6, 24, 27, 32, 33, 36, 38, 46, 47
*s *W (before PJab high vowels) 19, 20
*s *h (elsewhere) 22, 51
*j *tS (before oral vowels) 6, 9, 10, 11, 24, 27, 47
*j *n (before nasal vowels) 7, 8, 21, 30, 36, 43
*w *w 35, 39

TABLE 19
Phonological Correspondences between Jê and Jabutí: Vowels

Jê Jabutí Cognates

*i *i 20, 23, 35
*I *a 22 (?), 39
*u *u 9, 11, 16
*e *i 24, 31, 37
*´
*o *u 14, 19, 28
*E *E 32, 33, 34
*‰ ari /I/ 47
*O dje /E/ 36
*a *a 2, 4, 5, 6, 18, 24, 27, 47, 52
*e›
*õ *u 7, 30, 36, 40, 43, 51
*i *i 8
*ã *ã 21, 25, 28
*ua *o 6, 10, 34
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Vowel correspondences are less obvious—but, nonetheless, mostly regu-
lar. If  one assumes (as it seems) that Jê is more conservative, a general pro-
cess of  vowel raising, involving mid vowels as a natural class, seems to have
taken place in Pre-Proto-Jabutí, close-mid vowels in Proto-Jê correspond-
ing systematically to high vowels in Jabutí (cf. 24, 31, 37, 14, 19, 28); the
data suggest that, as in Central-Jê, close-mid vowels would have merged
with the original high vowels in Jabutí. The Proto-Jê sequence *ua is regu-
larly reflected in Proto-Jabutí as a single vowel, *o, possibly as the result
of  monophthongization (cognates 6, 10, 34). Some gaps in the comparative
tables are probably a consequence of  the rarity of  certain phonemes; Proto-
Jê *´, for instance, is particularly rare in the comparative corpus. Additional
research will, we hope, help to fill such gaps.

4.1.1. Homophonous pairs. If, as the comparative method assumes,
sound changes tend to be regular, and two different words happen to sound
the same in a given proto-language, one expects that these words will still be
homophonous in the daughter languages, unless lexical replacement or some
irregular factor is at play. Consequently, corroborating the regularity of  the
phonological correspondences postulated above is the fact that cases of  homo-
phony in one language tend to correspond to homophonous pairs in the other.
Thus, the words for ‘to hear’ (50a) and ‘liver’ (50b) are homophonous in
both Proto-Jê (*ma) and Proto-Jabutí (*m´); the words for ‘tooth’ (50c) and
‘to bathe’ (50d), homophonous in Proto-Jabutí (*tSo), are also homophonous
in Northern Jê (e.g., Apinajé tS-wa ‘tooth’, tS-wa ‘bathe’; Northern Jê tS, in
such cases, traces back to Proto-Jê *j). The words for ‘egg’ (50e) and ‘dance’
(50f ), homophonous in Proto-Jê (*NrE), are also homophonous in Arikapú
(rE$ ‘egg’, rE$ ‘to dance’). Finally, both ‘meat, flesh’ and ‘thorn’ are homoph-
onous in Proto-Jabutí (*ni), Northern Jê (Apinajé ˆi), and Rikbaktsá (-ni).45

Jê Family Jabutí Family Meaning

(50a) *ma *m´ ‘hear, know’
(50b) *ma *m´ ‘liver’
(50c) api tS-wa *tSo ‘tooth’
(50d) api tS-wa *tSo ‘to bathe’
(50e) *NrE ari rE$ ‘egg’
(50f) *NrE ari rE$ ‘to dance’
(50g) api ˆi *ni ‘flesh’
(50h) *j-i *ni ‘thorn’

45 Another example is a “minimal pair” for the contrast between *t and *r (in Proto-Jabutí and,
maybe, Proto-Jê). In both Proto-Jabutí and Xavante (Central Jê), the words for ‘rope’ and ‘to
sleep’ are nearly homophonous, except for the consonant in the second syllable (cf. Xavante
ˆ-o $to $ ‘to sleep’, ˆ-o $ro $ ‘rope’; Proto-Jabutí *nu $to $ ‘to sleep’ [see Swadesh’s no. 60], *nu $ro $ [ari

nu $r´$, dje no $no $] ‘rope made of  tucuma’).
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(50e) and (50f ) have additional explanatory value. As mentioned in the
Arikapú descriptive section above, the nasal vowel /E$/ is very rare, and most
of  its occurrences can be explained as a consequence of  nasal spreading from
a following syllable, resulting in the nasalization of  /E/. The only minimal
pair available involves the homophonous stems rE$ ‘egg’/’to dance’ and the
classifying stem rE ‘worm’. But, thanks to comparative evidence, the (appar-
ently exceptional) nasality in this case can be explained as a leftover from
a formerly existing *N.

4.2. Grammatical evidence. The series of  singular personal prefixes
that has been reconstructed for Proto-Jabutí (table 20) is strikingly similar to
the prefix series found in Jê and other well-established Macro-Jê languages,
such as Maxakalí (table 21). The comparative corpora include a few ex-
amples of  inflected words presenting both prefix and root cognates between
both families (51); note that, in (51), the roots can be reconstructed for at
least one of  the proto-languages:

Parkatêjê Arikapú Meaning

(51a) intSum itSu ‘my father’
(51b) intSe itSi ‘my mother’
(51c) ikra ikraj ‘my child’

Notice that in Arikapú there is homophony between the first- and third-
person prefixes; not surprisingly, such a homophony leads to ambiguity

TABLE 20
Personal Prefixes in Jabutí

Proto-Jabutí Arikapú Djeoromitxí

1 *i- i- W-
2 *a- a- a-
3 *i- i-, W- i-

TABLE 21
Personal Prefixes in Jê and Maxakalí

 Jê

Northern Jê Central Jê

Apinajé Parkatêjê Xavante Xerente Maxakalí

1 iˆ- i- i:- i- i —k-
2  a- a- a- a- ã-
3 i- W- i- i- i —-
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between a first-person and a third-person “generic” reading (e.g., i-tSawa
‘my flower’ ~ ‘(its) flower’; i-tSapa ‘my arm’ ~ ‘(its) branch’). Such ambi-
guity does not occur in Djeoromitxí, where a zero-form emerged represent-
ing the first person.

Remarkably, a similar state of  affairs can also be found in Jê languages.
In Proto-Jê (as in Maxakalí), the first- and third-person prefixes differ pho-
nologically only by the occurrence, with the former, of  a final consonant (as
illustrated by languages such as Apinajé). In languages such as Xerente
(Central Jê) and Parkatêjê (Northern Jê), phonological processes leading to
homophony between the first- and third-person prefixes tend to cause ambi-
guity and, consequently, innovations in the prefix system. Thus, in Parkatêjê,
the first-person prefix is i-, which would be homophonous with the inherited
third-person marker (table 21); the adoption of  a zero-prefix for the third per-
son prevents ambiguities. The fact that Arikapú is more conservative than
Djeoromitxí, preserving both prefixes despite their homophony, makes such
similarities between both families rather evident.

An additional example of  likely grammatical affinity between both fami-
lies (the existence of  “linking prefixes”) is discussed below (4.3).

4.3. Arikapú and Djeoromitxí in a comparative perspective: an
evaluation. Despite the fact that Jabutí is a very small family and that both
of its members are still rather similar, it is important to emphasize that
Djeoromitxí and Arikapú each contribute essential bits of information to
the reconstruction of Proto-Jabutí—and, consequently, to the detection of
evidence of wider genetic relationships. For instance, Arikapú is phonologi-
cally more conservative, preserving, among other things: (a) vowel distinc-
tions which were apparently lost in Djeoromitxí (*i vs. *i); (b) consonant
clusters (*mr, *pr, *kr), simplified in Djeoromitxí; and (c) an independent
reflex of  Proto-Jabutí *tS (which, in Djeoromitxí, merged with reflexes of
Proto-Jabutí *r).

The importance, for comparative studies, of  such conservativeness of
Arikapú, a previously undescribed language with only two speakers, cannot
be stressed enough (see Moore [forthcoming]). Considering the isolating,
monosyllabic nature of  Jabutí—and Macro-Jê—words, one can see that any
processes that lead to further loss of  phonological material pose additional
challenges for the comparative linguist. The fact that Arikapú preserves
consonantal clusters allows the identification of  correspondences which
would otherwise be harder to detect (note Arikapú kraj ‘offspring’ :: Proto-
Jê *kra, etc.).

In one aspect, Arikapú is also morphologically more conservative, pre-
serving the complete series of  singular personal prefixes, i- ‘first person’,
a- ‘second person’, and i- ‘third person’, in spite of  the ambiguity resulting
from the homophony between the first- and third-person markers. This makes
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it more evident that the complete series of  singular personal prefixes in
Proto-Jabutí and Proto-Jê were cognates, which provides a stronger piece of
evidence than the existence of  individual personal prefixes alone. The fact
that in both Arikapú and several Jê languages the first- and third-person pre-
fixes became homophonous only adds to the strength of  the proof.

There is at least one aspect in which Djeoromitxí seems to be morpholog-
ically more conservative than Arikapú. As we have seen, a number of  noun
and verb stems in Djeoromitxí present a word-initial morphophonemic al-
ternation between r- ~ n- when there is a morphologically contiguous deter-
miner, and h- elsewhere. This is a fully productive process in Djeoromitxí
but not in Arikapú. However, the existence of  a few, apparently frozen, relic
alternations in Arikapú (e.g., haroko ~ tSaroko ‘to speak’) seems to suggest
that such a process can be reconstructed for Proto-Jabutí.

For those acquainted with (Macro-)Jê languages, the alternations found in
Djeoromitxí are strikingly similar to the ones involving the so-called rela-
tional prefixes, a morphological peculiarity described for Jê and other
Macro-Jê families (Rodrigues 2001 and Ribeiro 2004a). As the phonological
correspondences show, the consonants involved in the alternations found in
Djeoromitxí, which trace back to Proto-Jabutí *n- and *tS- (53), correspond
regularly to Proto-Jê *j (52), which happens to be the consonant of  the
“relational prefix” in the languages of  this family.46

(52a) PJê *j-i ‘meat’ > Kaingáng ni, Apinajé ˆ-i, etc.
(52b) PJê *j-ua ‘tooth’ > Kaingáng ja, Apinajé tS-wa, etc.
(52c) PJê *j-um ‘father’ > Kaingáng jON, Parkatêjê tS-um, etc.
(52d) PJê *j-arkua ‘mouth’ > Kaingáng jãnkã ‘door’, Apinajé j-akwa, etc.

(53a) PJab *ni ‘meat’ > Djeoromitxí ni, Arikapú ni
(53b) PJab *tSo ‘tooth’ > Djeoromitxí rÁ ~ hÁ, Arikapú tSukrihã
(53c) PJab *tSu ‘father’ > Djeoromitxí ru ~ hu, Arikapú tSu
(53d) PJab *tSako ‘mouth’ > Djeoromitxí rakÁ ~ hakÁ, Arikapú tSako

It is likely that, in Proto-Jê, *j already had two allophones, pronounced as
*[ˆ] before nasal vowels and *[j] elsewhere. In Kaingáng, *[ˆ] became /n/,
thus merging with reflexes of  Proto-Jê *n, whereas *j remains as /j/. Similar
splits are found throughout the family, as well as in other languages of  the

46 *j also corresponds regularly to the consonant of  the relational prefix in Karajá (Ribeiro
2004a) and other families. Notice that, unlike its cognates in Northern Jê languages (for instance,
Parkatêjê ˆ-i ‘meat’, h-i ‘its meat’), the word for ‘meat’, ni, does not display consonant alter-
nation in Djeoromitxí, although such alternations are found with other stems in the same
phonological environment (cf. hihõnõnõda ~ -nihõnõnõda ‘to work’, in Pires 1992:106;124).
However, the initial consonant is also invariable in Central Jê (Xavante ˆi) and Karajá (dE). It
is therefore possible that Northern Jê innovated, reanalyzing the initial consonant as a prefix.
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stock, such as Ofayé (cf. S-Er ‘mouth’, j-õra [ˆõ·ra] ‘tongue’; cf. respectively
Proto-Jê *j-ar- and *j-õtO).47 As we have seen, Proto-Jabutí *n and *tS (in
those examples involving alternation) correspond regularly to Proto-Jê *j. It
is interesting to point out that Arikapú /tS/ rarely occurs before nasal vowels.
This suggests that, at a certain stage of  Pre-Proto-Jabutí, *tS and *n were in
complementary distribution, a situation reminiscent of  the scenario recon-
structed for Proto-Jê *j. Again, it is the interplay between data from Arikapú
and Djeoromitxí which contributes to provide a clearer picture of  Proto-
Jabutí (and beyond) and of  the correspondences between Jabutí and the other
Macro-Jê families.

4.4. Jabutí as Macro-Jê: an appraisal. As with any claim of remote re-
lationship, one has to be careful in order to avoid the possibility of chance
similarities being misinterpreted as proof of genetic connection. In Macro-
Jê, one of the most controversial language groupings in South America, this
possibility is particularly hard to avoid, on account of the isolating (and
mostly monosyllabic) nature of the morphemes (Rodrigues 1999; 2001,
Campbell 1988:600, and Meillet 1967:55). In addition, some of the gram-
matical morphemes generally pointed out as evidence of genetic relationship
in Macro-Jê are also found elsewhere (the so-called pan-americanisms
[Campbell and Kaufman 1983:366]). Taken as a whole, however, the evi-
dence presented here seems to strongly point to a genetic relationship. A
number of regular phonological correspondences were detected, in a part
of the lexicon that is generally considered as being diachronically stable
and less prone to borrowing (many of the compared forms are found in
Swadesh’s basic list). One major advantage in relation to other works pro-
posing the membership of individual families in the Macro-Jê stock (Davis
1968, Boswood 1973, and Gudschinsky 1971) is that, in the present case, two
proto-languages can be compared, thus reducing the possibility of including
in the comparison chance similarities and loans, besides increasing the tem-
poral depth by at least two millennia. In proposing the inclusion of Karajá
and Maxakalí, Davis (1968) relies on the diagnostic value of the Swadesh
list: “Maxakalí and Karajá are included in the same stock with the Jê lan-
guages on the basis of  the fact that regular sound correspondences are de-
tectable in a relatively small corpus of  data and on the basis of  lexical
similarity. Lexicostatistical comparisons based on the Swadesh 100–word
list show about 25% shared cognates between Maxakalí or Karajá and indi-
vidual Jê languages.”

In the present case, even if  we adopt a more conservative approach, com-
puting only the first two categories of  cognates (those which can be re-

47 Notice that Ribeiro (forthcoming) reconstructs two forms with the meaning ‘mouth’: *j-ar-
and *j-arkua. Ofayé S-Er is a cognate of  the former.
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constructed for at least one of  the proto-languages), we would have a rate
of  approximately 25% cognation (23 out of  97, considering that pairs such
as ‘hear/know’, ‘skin/bark’, ‘wood/horn’, which have different entries in
Swadesh’s list, are one and the same word both in Jabutí and Jê).48 Therefore,
based on the same kind of  similarities pointed out by Davis in advocating the
inclusion of  Maxakalí and Karajá in the Macro-Jê stock (improved, in our
case, by the careful reconstruction of  the proto-languages and by the iden-
tification of  grammatical similarities), it seems quite reasonable to propose
the inclusion of  Jabutí in the stock as well.

5. Implications for prehistory. The thesis presented in this article, if
confirmed by further scrutiny, would have far-reaching consequences for
theories on the prehistoric dispersion of the Macro-Jê-speaking tribes. Cur-
rent scholarship on Macro-Jê rests on the assumption of a supposedly higher
diversity in eastern Brazil, where the majority of the members of the stock
would be located. As Urban (1998:91) points out, if families such as Kamakã,
Purí, Krenák, and Maxakalí “are only remotely related, this would be an area
of great linguistic diversity . . . , and, thus, a possible place for the dispersion
that took place 5 or 6 thousand years ago.” If, however, the aforementioned
eastern families are closely related (as proposed by Ribeiro 2007) and addi-
tional members of the stock are proven to exist in the far west, current theo-
ries will have to be reconsidered. Central Brazil would then be a stronger
candidate as the original homeland of Macro-Jê.

6. Conclusion. Although the correspondences shown above may require
further refinement, they make a fairly strong case for considering the inclu-
sion of Jabutí in the Macro-Jê stock. As the discussion in 4 suggests, there
is a considerable degree of regular, recurrent correspondences, including a
number of grammatical elements and a possible case of shared aberrancy.
Additional research, including an investigation of the apparent cases of
shared idiosyncrasies in the personal pronominal prefix systems, may reveal
further regularities. Thus, the Jabutí/Macro-Jê hypothesis, first raised by
Curt Nimuendajú, is confirmed by our initial findings. Further investigation
of the Jabutí languages will no doubt come to enrich the field of Macro-Jê
studies in the future.

48 The fact that one and the same word combines the meanings ‘to hear’ and ‘to know’ may
be interesting in itself. Although the convergence between the two meanings can occur inde-
pendently in unrelated languages, we should note that the use of  ‘hearing’ as a metaphorical locus
for ‘understanding, awareness, knowledge’ is a rather common characteristic in Macro-Jê. In
Karajá, for example, ‘to be stupid’ is ‘to not have ears’; ‘to hear’ (constructed with the noun stem
for ‘ear’) equals ‘to understand’; ‘to faint’ is ‘to have (one’s) ears clogged’.
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APPENDIX A
Swadesh Basic Vocabulary for the Jabutí Languages

with Proto-Jabutí and Proto-Jê Reconstructions

Below is Swadesh’s basic list of  100 words, as represented in Bynon (1983:268).
It contains Arikapú and Djeoromitxí forms, as well as reconstructed Proto-Jabutí and
Proto-Jê forms wherever available.

 
English Arikapú Djeoromitxí Proto-Jabutí Proto-Jê

1. I ihE, i- hÁ, W *ij-
2. you (sg/pl) ahE, a- adJE, a- *a *a-
3. we tSihE, tSi- hirÁ, hi- *hi
4. this ãjhã wE
5. that mwEhã, nihã mupE, mE, nudJu
6. who
7. what hE$whã hatSimE
8. not mãj mã *mãj
8a. not, no t´$ tõ *tõ *tõ
9. all (finished) h´tã bzitã (*..tã)

10. many hEkumrã hõta
11. one t´$jwE$ uitSi *pit
12. two hEri dJEmu
13. big tSitSi, rukrE tSitSi *tSitSi
14. long rEh´$tSi kuritSi
15. small mr´j t´
16. woman pakuE paku *paku
16a. female tSi dJi *dJi
17. man on´$hE tSÁ
17a. male tSu, tSutSi -ru, hutSi *tSu, tSutSi *j-um
18. person hik´mÁ
19. fish minu $ minõ *minu $
20. bird (ãmitSi) mit´itSu
21. dog kura wa
22. louse tao tõdJE
23. tree, wood ku ku *ku *ko
24. seed hã hõ *hã *sI
25. leaf -ni, tSaro ni *-ni
26. root niri rari *j-are
27. bark k´ k´ *k´ *kI
28. skin k´ k´ *k´ *kI
29. flesh ni ni *ni *j-i
30. blood tSo k´i
31. bone tSi, i dJi *dJi (or *i) *si
32. grease tuka tõ *tu $(ka)
33. egg -rE$ dJE *(.)E$ *NrE
34. horn nip´kojku imEku *ko
35. tail nit´j u
36. feather to rari *j-ar
37. hair kai kuãhi, hi
38. head kaj kuãka *krã
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39. ear nipwaro nipi (*nipI)49

40. eye hãkarE50 hõka *hãka(rE)
41. nose ninika nikÁtE *j-ija
42. mouth tSako (nuku) -rakÁ/hakÁ *tSako *j-arkua
43. tooth tSokrihã (-)rÁ *tSo *j-ua
44. tongue nukut´rE nu $tE(rE) *j-o$tO
45. claw (i.e., nail) nik´taj nik´tE *nik´taj
46. foot praj pa, panik´ *praj *par
47. knee mE$pE pEpE *mE$pE51

48. hand nikaj, niku, niku nihu, nihu *ni.u52 *ˆ-ikra
49. belly prika pika *prika
50. neck poko, (kopo)53 kÁpÁ *poko
50a. neck2 ruwaj rEu
51. breasts nunI nowi *nunI
52. heart m´ka m´tutuka *m´(tutu)ka
53. liver m´ m´ *m´ *ma
54. drink o nõ
55. eat pu pu *pu
55a. eat2 ku ku *ku *ku
56. bite ku ku *ku *ku
57. see arã ´nõ *arã
58. hear m´ m´ *m´ *ma
59. know m´ m´ *m´ *ma
60. sleep nu $t´$ nõtõ *nu $tõ *j-o$t
61. die pi hahi
62. kill (shoot) kon´ hi, hirokÁ
62a. kill (club) t´$mr´$ tÁmi *t.mr.
63. swim (I)pri iwa
64. fly tSopo irariku
65. walk k´r´j dJEkirE (*k´rEj)54

66. come (arrive) pr´j pE *pr´j
67. lie kõrãj urE (*..rãj)
68. sit nõ hunã *j-a$
69. stand tSuE tumi
70. give u $ õ *u $
71. say tSaroko piru, rum´
72. sun t´hã tõhõ *tõhã

49 The Arikapú form is probably a formerly productive combination that included *nipI ‘ear’.
50 The element -rE is possibly a lexicalized suffix with classifying properties.
51 The words for ‘knee’ seem partially cognate. We may assume that original word-initial *m

merged with /p/ in Djeoromitxí under denasalization, whereas it was transferred as expected in
Arikapú.

52 Whereas in Djeoromitxí no distinction is made between ‘hand’ and ‘finger’, in Arikapú
there is one: niku ‘finger’, nikaj ‘hand’, nikajku ‘all fingers of  the hand’. The item ‘finger’ can
be reconstructed in Proto-Jabutí as *niku.

53 This alternative pronunciation is probably due to influence from Djeoromitxí, where me-
tathesis of  syllables must have occurred.

54 The resemblance to the Kwaza (isolate) verb kerai- ‘to go, leave, walk’ is striking and may
be a reason not to reconstruct this item.
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73. moon kupa kupa (*kupa)
74. star wir´wir´ bzirEbzirE
74a. big star war´war´ kurawãtSi
75. water, liquid mi bziru *mi(ru)
75a. water, liquid  I i (*I)55

76. rain nãj nipa
76a. rain (V) roko hõkÁ *rõko
77. stone kra ta *kra *kEn
78. sand kIkIra nomarÁ
79. earth mi(ka) mi(ka) *mi(ka) *pIka
80. cloud mE$ mE(kÁ(kÁ)) *mE$(ko)
81. smoke tSio pitSEnõ
82. fire pik´ pitSE *pitS´
83. ash pik´mr´ pitSEkamE$ *pitS´(mr´) *mrO
84. burn k´n´ tSEtu *tS´(..)
85. path wi wikÁ *wi

86. mountain kam´$ Ári
87. red nu $r´$o nõrÁ *nu $r(´$)o
88. green kapI kapi *kapI
89. yellow numu bzinu *numuj56

90. white mãõ k´nu $rÁ
91. black k´rIo miru
92. night patSiu patSiru *patSitSu
93. hot k´ tSE *tS´
94. cold (k´)tSitSi (dJidJirÁ)
95. full m´j dJE(wi)
96. new kamu kamu *kamu
96a. new2 nutE (inan)
96b. young girl nunIka nõika *nu $nIka
97. good hãwi mEdJÁ
98. round ka ka *ka
99. dry karo kurÁ *karo

100. name tatSi tõhi *tõhi

55 Note that Tupí languages tend to have a similar form.
56 A very speculative explanation for the similarities is found in van der Voort (2007:159).

It involves omission of  a final glide in both languages, as also observed in *tSamuj, ari tSamuj,
dje habzi ‘cotton’ (n. 16), combined with syllable metathesis in Djeoromitxí, as also hypothe-
sized in n. 53.
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